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Jemena welcomes consultation on the Options to Improve Gas Pipeline Regulation COAG Regulatory Impact 
Statement (RIS) considering the costs and benefits of further reform of pipeline regulation. 

Jemena owns and operates a diverse portfolio of energy assets across northern Australia and Australia's east 
coast. With more than $11 billion worth of major utility infrastructure, we supply millions of households and 
businesses with essential services every day. Jemena's assets include four major gas transmission pipelines 
(the Eastern Gas Pipeline (EGP), the Queensland Gas Pipeline (QGP), Darling Downs Pipeline (DDP), the 
Northern Gas Pipeline (NGP)), a number of smaller transmission pipeline assets, a growing footprint in gas 
infrastructure assets in Queensland, the largest gas distribution network in Australia and an electricity distribution 
network. Jemena is also at the early stages (pre-final investment decision) of considering $4-6 billion worth of 
investment, including extending and expanding the NGP, which could deliver more than 700 T J per day of much 
needed new gas supply to the east coast of Australia. 

As a provider of gas and electricity services, we have enduring relationships with our customers and the 
communities where we operate. They are at the heart of our commitment to deliver energy safely, reliably and 
affordably, and to the sustainable growth of our business in the long term. Reflecting this commitment, Jemena 
is a proud founding signatory of the Energy Charter, launched in January 2019, which provides an industry led 
framework for progressing the culture and solutions required to deliver energy in line with customer and 
community expectations. 

ARIS has an important role in ensuring that any changes to the regulatory framework are properly targeted and 
deliver tangible benefits. The pipeline sector has now faced regulatory uncertainty and constant change for a 
number of years and it is affecting confidence and much-needed investment. The economic drag caused by 
continuous regulatory tinkering is real and substantial. 

While outside the scope of the RIS, it is important for policy-makers not to lose sight of the absolutely crucial 
need to facilitate more gas being available to the east coast gas market to reduce pressure on gas prices and 
energy system security. In order to do so policy settings should be supporting investment in infrastructure. 

It is also important to bear in mind from a policy perspective that the contribution of pipelines to the overall gas 
price stack is relatively low. According to recent work by the ACCC, in 2018 gas transmission charges constituted 
approximately 5 per cent of delivered gas prices for mass market customers and 9 per cent of delivered gas 
prices for commercial and industrial customers. 

A detailed submission setting out our review of the various options is attached. 



Jemena considers that if any changes are to be made, a modified Option 2 represents the best of the options in 
the RIS. However, we consider that this option needs to refined in order for it to deliver real long-term benefits 
to consumers, shippers, and pipeline businesses. In summary: 

1 Part 23 has only just been implemented. Early signs are positive, give it time to deliver more 
benefits 

While it is important to keep in mind that the Part 23 information disclosure and arbitration scheme, and 
other recent gas market reforms, are very early in their life, the ACCC has acknowledged overall positive 
outcomes in their Gas Inquiry July 2019 Interim Report in the following assessment: 

"Recent market-based and regulatory changes are influencing pipeline operators' contracting abilities, 
pricing strategies and the prices payable for transportation and pipeline storage services. Overall there 
are encouraging signs that recent reforms are leading to positive market changes" 

Despite the positive progress overall , we understand that the quality of information disclosure needs to 
be improved in some parts of the pipeline sector. Jemena takes its leadership role within industry very 
seriously and is committed to an industry led Energy Charter Better Together initiative process to lift the 
quality of information disclosure across the pipeline sector. 

2 The framework for greenfield exemptions needs to be improved, to support new investment. 

While Part 23 is delivering promising early outcomes for the current gas market, Jemena does have strong 
concerns regarding its impact on future greenfield pipeline investment. Jemena does not agree with the 
ACCC's assessment in its Gas Inquiry July 2019 Interim Report which cited internal service provider 
documents to conclude that "Part 23 is not having any tangible effect on the incentive to develop new 
third-party access pipelines". In relation to Jemena, this conclusion was reached by the ACCC at a stage 
too early in the process of consideration of our investment plans to be a valid conclusion. 

A fit for purpose, simple exemption regime for greenfield pipelines (including major expansions) is 
required, in order to support future investment. A clear framework for exemptions needs to be set out in 
the National Gas Law, with exemptions available from all forms of regulation - Part 23 and full regulation 
- for a term reflective of the final investment decision (no less than 15 years) , 

3 Allowing shippers to choose whether they use the formal Part 23 process is in everyone's 
interests - forcing parties into the formal process every time won't work. 

Part 23 is doing its job as a backstop and, quite appropriately, it is not viewed by either shippers or pipeline 
businesses as the primary or best means of setting terms for pipeline access. Shippers and pipeline 
businesses want and need the flexibility of commercial discussions to narrow issues, explore options and 
- potentially - reach agreement without the need for rule-based processes. 

This is happening today but would be hindered by forcing parties into the straight-jacketed process in Part 
23 with its mandatory information obligations (on both sides), legal formality and fixed timeframes and 
heightened likelihood of a costly arbitration with uncertainty around the ultimate outcome. 

4 Jemena agrees that Part 23 now substantially duplicates 'light regulation' - so the light regulation 
is no longer necessary. 

Jemena agrees that light regulation is no longer necessary. 

5 Jemena agrees that, since almost all third party access pipelines are now effectively regulated, 
the coverage test can have a reduced role. 

Evidently , with Part 23 now in place, almost all Australian pipelines with third party shippers are regulated 
by default, in one form or another. The introduction of Part 23 means that the coverage test is now 
effectively a form of regulation test - it decides whether a pipeline should be subject to full/ light regulation, 
or Part 23 regulation . Jemena agrees that the coverage test is not well suited to this role. 

Jemena proposes that the coverage test be given a reduced role, to ensure that access is provided to 
third parties where this is necessary to promote competition in upstream or downstream markets. Jemena 
expects that, in this reduced role, the coverage test is likely to be called upon rarely, if ever - pipeline 
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businesses typically have strong incentives to provide third party access, and we are not aware of any 
concerns around denial of access. However Jemena considers that the coverage test could be retained 
in this reduced role, as a backstop. 

6 The decision on the form of regulation should take into account market power and involve a 
rigorous cost-benefit analysis. 

Jemena submits that the form of regulation test- i.e. the test for determining whether full regulation, rather 
than Part 23 regulation, should be based on a combination of a sustained and substantial market power 
test (informed by the current form of regulation factors) and satisfaction of a robust and quantified cost 
benefit analysis. 

The decision-making body would need to be satisfied that both: 

the pipeline faces little or no competition and is able to exercise sustained and substantial market 
power; and 

the quantified benefits of full regulation materially exceed the costs, compared to the existing lighter 
form of regulation. 

7 Decisions on the form of regulation should remain with the NCC. 

COAG sought an expert view on governance arrangements in the NEM in 2015. The review by an expert 
panel headed by Dr Vertigan found that the separation of rule-making and enforcement was sound and 
should be retained. Jemena agrees. The separation of decision making between form of regulation and 
enforcement is one of the defining features of Australia's pipeline regime and is best practice. 

The existing model works and should be left alone. The form of regulation test should be applied by the 
NCC and enforcement should remain with the AER. There is no justification for direct participation by the 
ACCC in energy regulation. 

We look forward to ongoing engagement regarding the RIS in 2020. 

J 
Ge al M nager Regulation and Compliance - Gas Markets 
Jemena Limited 
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1. Introduction and overview 

Jemena welcomes the opportunity to respond to COAG Energy Council’s (Energy Council) regulatory 
impact statement (RIS) in relation to options to improve gas pipeline regulation. 

Jemena recognises the critical need to bring more gas to the Australian east coast market for security 
of supply at reasonable prices and has been a leader in the market with significant plans in train to 
move new gas, including from prospective Queensland and Northern Territory basins. To this end, 
Jemena delivered the Northern Gas Pipeline (NGP), with the pipeline only being one third contracted 
at inception and assuming unprecedented contracting risk. Jemena was applauded by government and 
industry for doing the same and creating more competition with what was described as a “nation 
building” project. A reasonable, stable regulatory regime recognising commercial realities is critical to 
major infrastructure projects requiring billions in sunk costs in what is now a short term contracting 
market. 

The RIS has two stated purposes: 

(i) to deliver a more efficient, effective and well-integrated regulatory framework for gas pipelines; and 

(ii) to provide a framework through which Part 23 of the National Gas Rules (NGR) can be evaluated. 

Part 23 was introduced on 1 August 2017, being developed by the Gas Market Reform Group (GMRG) 
through a highly abbreviated process. In implementing the Part 23 arrangements, the Energy Council 
stated that officials would review the subsequent measures two years following implementation.  

The scope of the RIS goes further than a review of the Part 23 arrangements, to also examine whether 
there is a need to revisit the framework for the arrangements applying to the regulation of gas pipelines 
more broadly. Recent reviews by both the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) 
and the Australian Energy Market Commission (AEMC) have raised issues relating to the broader 
regulatory framework. In particular, in its recent review of the scope of economic regulation applied to 
covered gas pipelines, the AEMC expressed its view that:1 

 the process to decide the form of regulation applied to a pipeline is inappropriate; and 

 light regulation and the Part 23 arrangements are similar in concept but differ substantially in 
design, leading to unnecessary complexity.  

1.1 Structure of this submission 

Jemena comments on both of the issues canvassed in the RIS in the remainder of this submission: 

 the issues relating to the forms and scope of regulation are discussed in sections 3 to 6: 

 section 3 focuses on the question of the forms of regulation that should apply to gas pipelines; 

 section 4 considers the criteria that should adopted in determining which form of regulation 
should apply to a particular pipeline (including the most appropriate role of the proposed market 
power test); 

 the specific issue of exemptions for greenfield pipelines is discussed in section 4; 

 governance arrangements are discussed in section 5; and 

                                                                 
1 AEMC, Review into the scope of economic regulation applied to covered pipelines | Final report, 2 July 2018, p 25. 
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 issues relating to the operation of the Part 23 arrangements and the proposed changes to those 
arrangements are discussed in section 7. 

In addition, Jemena is providing a completed submission template, which highlights its responses to 
specific questions raised in the RIS (and, where relevant, points to where those responses are 
discussed in more detail in this submission). 

The remainder of this section sets out Jemena’s high-level observations in relation to the RIS, that have 
informed its more detailed responses, and summarises an alternative option (which reflects elements 
of the various options canvassed in the RIS) which Jemena considers merits evaluation by the Energy 
Council.  

1.2 It is appropriate to ensure compliance and enforcement to Part 23 but 
substantive change is premature 

In recent years there have been multiple reviews into various aspects of the gas sector by different 
government agencies, responding to the policy challenge raised by the commencement of LNG exports 
from eastern Australia. These reviews have given rise to substantive changes to the regulatory 
arrangements for gas pipelines, most prominently the introduction of the new information disclosure 
and arbitration framework for non-scheme pipelines set out in Part 23 of the NGR.  

Jemena recognises that, given the disruptions to the Australian gas sector in recent years, policy 
reforms across all aspects of the gas supply chain were needed. However, Jemena considers that the 
introduction of Part 23 was itself a material change in the arrangements applying to gas pipelines, which 
has gone a long way to addressing the concerns raised, and that it is too soon to be making further, 
substantive changes to the framework. Jemena urges the Energy Council to exercise an appropriate 
degree of forbearance by allowing the new arrangements time to properly take root and develop, rather 
than continually disrupting the arrangements. 

The Part 23 arrangements are not identical to the regulatory tools available for covered pipelines. In 
particular, they give primacy to negotiation with the backstop of commercial arbitration, without the 
involvement of economic regulators. 

It is important to recognise that the Part 23 arrangements are still being ‘bedded down’. For example, 
to date there has only been a single round of full year financial information disclosure and a single 
arbitration heard under the Part 23 arrangements. Moreover, the lack of arbitrations is not the relevant 
metric on which to evaluate the effectiveness of the Part 23 arrangements, but rather reflects the 
continued successful negotiation of commercial deals being achieved between gas transmission 
pipeline service providers (Service Providers or pipelines) and shippers, as contemplated by the 
GMRG.   

Jemena recognises that in introducing the Part 23 arrangements, a review of those arrangements after 
two years to confirm that they are working as intended was flagged. However, Jemena notes that the 
issues that have been raised with the operation of the Part 23 arrangements by the ACCC’s seventh 
gas inquiry report (ACCC Report), as well as the reports commissioned from the Brattle Group (Brattle 
Report) and Oakley Greenwood as part of the RIS are not endemic across all pipelines and may in 
some instances reflect misunderstanding. For example, some of the observations made in the Brattle 
Report can easily be explained by reference to the template and reporting guidelines provided by the 
AER (see response to question 2(b) in the consultation response template).  

The changes proposed in the RIS are not a proportionate approach to addressing concerns with 
compliance with information provision requirements for some pipelines. These could be more 
appropriately addressed through steps to promote best practice compliance, and to allow for changes 
requested by the ACCC to be adopted by industry, to better align expectations around disclosure 
between Services Providers and the regulator without the need for changes to the law. Jemena takes 
its leadership role within industry very seriously and is committed to an industry led Energy Charter 
Better Together initiative process  to lift the quality of information disclosure across the pipeline sector. 
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1.3 Proposed sweeping reforms need more careful assessment and design 

The changes that are flagged in the RIS are not restricted to the operation of the Part 23 arrangements 
and represent potential further substantive changes to the regulatory framework relating to gas 
pipelines, including: 

 changes to the test that is applied to impose full regulation; 

 changes to the availability of exemptions for greenfield pipelines;  

 changes to the decision-maker in relation to the scope and form of economic regulation; 

 rationalisation of the number of forms of regulation for gas pipelines from three to two; and 

 changes to the test that is applied to compel gas pipelines to provide third party access. 

It is important to recognise that the key underlying driver for the higher prices that have been 
experienced by gas customers is a tightness in the supply-demand balance for gas. Ongoing 
intervention, change and uncertainty in the regulatory arrangements that apply to gas pipelines does 
not provide conditions that are conducive to making investments in pipelines to facilitate new sources 
of supply to market, which is ultimately the action needed to help alleviate this tightness of supply and 
impact future pricing.  

Jemena therefore urges the Energy Council to consider the importance of stability of the regulatory 
framework in promoting investment, and to only propose changes to the wider framework where the 
Council has a clear expectation, based on evidence, that such changes will provide tangible benefits 
that materially outweigh the costs of introduction (including the wider impact costs associated with 
reduced prospects for investment in new pipeline capacity). The changes being canvassed in the RIS 
relate to fundamental features of the current arrangements, and the implications of these changes 
needs to be carefully evaluated in light of their potential significant impact on investment. 

1.4 A considered consultation process to arrive at options for change 
provides the best prospect that any new framework can endure and 
provide a suitable and stable basis for investment decisions  

Despite the above position, if the Energy Council remains minded to introduce further reforms, Jemena 
considers that it is imperative that the RIS process results in a coherent, reasonable, stable and 
enduring regulatory framework for gas pipelines and is not rushed through in the same way Part 23 and 
the other gas market reforms have been.  

Jemena urges the Energy Council to review its intended RIS process and allow for further consultation 
before a decision RIS is published. This would be prudent and appropriate given the substantive nature 
of the changes that are flagged in the options paper, as well as the importance of ‘getting it right’ and 
ensuring the stability and durability of any changes that are made.   

It would be prudent for the Energy Council to review the timetable and include additional steps that 
facilitate a more considered consultation process, in particular: 

 consultation and a workshop on the cost-benefit analysis, allowing stakeholders to comment 
on the approach and reasonableness of that analysis as it is used to support a draft decision 
RIS; and 

 publication of, and consultation on a draft decision RIS,  providing stakeholders an opportunity 
to understand the basis for the Energy Council’s emerging views and provide feedback; and 

 Jemena is concerned that the current RIS process does not meet the standard required to 
ensure that the proposed reforms will be correctly targeted and durable.  
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1.5 An option that combines various elements of the RIS proposals may be 
the most appropriate 

Overall Jemena considers that if reforms are pursued, changes that draw on different elements of the 
various options put forward in the RIS are likely to strike the right balance, rather than any one of the 
proposed options in isolation. 

Specifically, a reform package that merits further consideration as an alternative to those put forward in 
the consultation paper would be one that has the following features: 

 reduces the number of forms of regulation to two: light regulation under the Part 23 
arrangements or full regulation, with a very clear distinction between these two approaches; 

 imposes a modified test for determining whether a pipeline should be subject to full regulation 
rather than the Part 23 arrangements, which requires satisfaction of both a sustained and 
substantial market power test  and a robust and quantified cost benefit analysis of moving to 
full regulation as compared to the Part 23 arrangements; 

 retains the coverage test, albeit in a limited capacity functioning as a backstop to potential 
denial of access so that it would be focussed solely on determining whether pipelines that do 
not provide third party access should be compelled to do so and therefore subject to regulation 
under the Part 23 arrangements; 

 deems all pipelines that provide third party access to be subject to regulation under the Part 23 
arrangements (modified in respect of information provision only), without the need to pass a 
further test for whether regulation should apply, but where: 

o the existing exemptions to the Part 23 arrangements should continue to apply; and 

o an additional exemption category for greenfield pipeline investments (including major 
expansions) should be introduced; and 

 retains the National Competition Council (NCC) as the appropriate decision-maker for both the 
coverage test and the form of regulation test. 
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Table 1.1: Jemena’s proposed alternative option (mapped to the options proposed in the RIS) 

Problem 
 

Jemena’s alternative option Mapping to RIS 
options 

When should 
pipelines be 
regulated 

When to 
regulate 

Regulation would apply to all pipelines that 
provide third party access. The default form of 
regulation would be the Part 23 arrangements, 
with full regulation requiring the satisfaction of a 
sustained and substantial market power and 
cost benefit test (see below). 

Pipelines that do not provide third party access 
would not be subject to regulation unless 
compelled to do so by application of the 
coverage test. 

Exemptions from regulation (including Part 23 
and full regulation) would be available to 
greenfield pipelines including major 
expansions, with a term reflective of the final 
investment decision for the pipeline (no less 
than 15 years).  

Option 2 – except 
there would be no 
exemption available 
based on a market 
power test. 

Test for 
regulation 

No test would apply in respect of pipelines that 
provide third party access, since regulation in 
the form of Part 23 would apply to all such 
pipelines (subject to exemptions). 

The coverage test would determine when 
pipelines that do not provide third party access 
should be subject to regulation, as described 
above. 

Option 4 – since all 
third-party access 
pipelines would be 
subject to regulation, 
no test would apply. 

Governance 
arrangements 

Retain the existing governance arrangements, 
with the NCC/minister to determine: 

(i) when a pipeline should be 
compelled to provide third party 
access; and 

(ii) when an exemption from regulation 
should apply to a third party access 
pipeline. 

Option 1. 

Forms of 
regulation and 
the movement 
between the 
alternative 
forms 

Forms of 
regulation 

Adopt the following forms of regulation:  

 Lighter handed regulation – based 
on Part 23 (i.e. negotiate-arbitrate 
with a commercially-oriented 
dispute resolution mechanism). 
This would be the default form of 
regulation. 

 Heavier handed regulation - based 
on the existing full regulation 
approach (i.e. negotiate-arbitrate 

Option 2/3 – except 
that the lighter 
handed form of 
regulation is the Part 
23 arrangements 
without the 
safeguards currently 
available under light 
regulation. 
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Problem 
 

Jemena’s alternative option Mapping to RIS 
options 

with reference tariffs set by the 
relevant regulator and a regulatory-
oriented dispute resolution 
mechanism). This would only be 
applied if a pipeline satisfies a 
sustained and substantial market 
power and quantified cost benefit 
test (see below). 

Monitoring and 
referral 
functions 

Retain the existing approach (i.e. the relevant 
regulator can monitor light regulation (Part 23) 
negotiations only and is treated like any other 
interested person in terms of being able to apply 
for a form of regulation assessment). 

Option 1/2. 

Form of 
regulation test 

Remove the coverage test and replace with a 
test that would require the decision-making 
body to be satisfied that both: 

 the pipeline faces little or no 
competition and is able to exercise 
sustained and substantial market 
power; and 

 the quantified benefits of full 
regulation materially exceed the 
costs, compared to the existing 
lighter form of regulation 

Option 2/3/4 – 
amended so that the 
form of regulation test 
is replaced with a 
sustained and 
substantial market 
power test and a cost 
benefit analysis. 

Governance 
arrangements 

Retain the existing governance arrangements, 
(NCC)  

Option 1.  

Exemptions 
framework 

Greenfield 
exemptions 

A new fit-for-purpose exemption framework to 
be developed.  This new framework would allow 
an application to be made to the NCC for an 
exemption from all forms of regulation (including 
Part 23).  An application would need to specify 
the proposed term of exemption and may 
propose conditions (e.g. commitments to open 
access and/or information disclosure). 

 

Existing 
exemptions 
from Part 23 
obligations 

Existing framework for exemptions from Part 23 
obligations for single-shipper pipelines and 
small pipelines to remain. 

 

Information 
disclosure 
requirements 

Information to 
be disclosed by 
non-exempt 

All non-exempt Service Providers to publish:  

 pipeline information, pipeline 
service information and service 
availability information  

Option 2 – with 
amendments to the 
form of disclosure for 
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Problem 
 

Jemena’s alternative option Mapping to RIS 
options 

Service 
Providers 

 standing terms (i.e. standard terms 
and conditions, standing prices and 
the method used to calculate 
standing prices)  

 weighted average prices paid by 
shippers 

 financial information as currently 
required under Part 23  and the 
AER Non Scheme Pipeline 
Financial Reporting Guideline   

prices paid by other 
shippers. 

Information on the prices paid by other shippers 
to be based on the weighted average price, and 
if this is not accepted, the minimum and 
maximum prices paid for each service. 

Option 2. 

The information disclosure deficiencies that 
have been identified to be addressed through 
industry led Energy Charter Better Together 
initiative process  and AER enforcement of 
existing rules. 

Option 2. 

Information to 
be disclosed by 
exempt Service 
Providers 

Exempt Service Providers would only be 
required to disclose the basic information set 
out in the first section of Box 11.1 (except for 
prices paid by other shippers), or as determined 
in the exemption process for greenfield 
pipelines that have been granted an exemption 
from regulation. 

Single shipper pipelines would only be required 
to disclose this information upon request by an 
access seeker. 

Option 3, with the 
addition of 
exemptions for 
greenfield pipelines  

Negotiation 
frameworks 
and dispute 
resolution 
mechanism 

Negotiation 
framework 

Implement a single negotiation framework that 
applies to both the lighter and heavier handed 
forms of regulation based on the Part 23 
arrangements, retaining the preliminary enquiry 
process that is currently provided for under Part 
23. 

Option 2/3 – with the 
amendment that the 
flexibility for shippers 
to use the preliminary 
enquiry process 
and/or pursue 
informal negotiations 
is retained under Part 
23. 

Threat of 
arbitration for 
small shippers 

Introduce to the Part 23 arrangements clearer 
guidelines on cost orders giving all shippers, 
including small shippers, greater certainty about 
the potential approach to costs arising from 
arbitration. 

Option 2 – with 
changes to clarify the 
nature of changes 
that are required. 
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Problem 
 

Jemena’s alternative option Mapping to RIS 
options 

Dispute 
resolution 
mechanisms 

Maintain the Part 23 dispute resolution 
mechanism for the lighter handed regulation 
and the full regulation mechanism for the 
heavier handed regulation. 

Option 2/3. 

Implement the amendments to full regulation 
dispute resolution mechanism set out in Box 
11.2. 

Option 2/3. 

In putting forward the positions in this submission, Jemena has drawn on the following principles: 

 it is important (and consistent with the RIS process) that a clear rationale for changes or 
increases to regulation is established, and that the benefits of imposing changes are judged to 
materially exceed their costs; 

 a firm distinction should be maintained between the Part 23 arrangements (which are designed 
to support commercially determined agreements that provide flexibility in the outcomes sought 
by different shippers) and full regulation (under which some or all prices are determined by a 
regulator), and a decision-maker (NCC) must be required to affirmatively demonstrate that a 
pipeline should be subject to full regulation; and 

 supporting investment in pipeline capacity in order to bring additional gas to market is of key 
importance in addressing concerns around the delivered price of gas. 

1.6 There should be a clear rationale for increasing proactive regulation  

Best practice regulatory impact assessment requires, amongst other things, that:2 

 a case for action must be established prior to considering any change to regulation; 

 a range of feasible options should be considered, with an initial presumption against new or 
increased regulation; and 

 the option that provides the greatest net benefit to the community should be adopted. 

Consistent with these requirements, a RIS must establish clear evidence that there should be new or 
increased regulation and this evidence should demonstrate that the benefits to society that would be 
realised by the changes would materially exceed the costs that would be imposed. This requirement 
should influence not only how the RIS selects the best option but how the options that it considers are 
formulated.  

Jemena consider that the RIS currently does not meet this standard, and that the case for increased 
regulation still remains to be made. For example, the cost-benefit analysis has not yet been completed 
and the required risk analysis has only been presented for one of the four options included in the RIS. 
Despite these omissions, there is no further consultation planned ahead of the decision RIS.   

                                                                 
2 COAG, Best practice regulation | A guide for ministerial councils and national standard setting bodies, October 2007, 

 pp 4-5. 
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Jemena recommends that the Energy Council adopt a more considered process in progressing the RIS 
that allows for fuller consultation with stakeholders and a clearer evidence base. 

1.7 A firm distinction should be maintained between Part 23 and full 
regulation 

Jemena recognises that there may be benefits to changes to the regulatory framework for gas pipelines 
to better integrate the Part 23 arrangements with those that apply to covered pipelines. For example, 
removing the current ‘light regulation’ provisions (which have some overlap with the Part 23 
arrangements) may be a reasonable and proportionate step.  

However, it is important to recognise the success of Part 23 evidenced by the statements in the ACCC 
Report and build on that rather than prematurely overhauling the regime again. Commercial 
negotiations continue to be a highly effective means of delivering efficient and pro-competitive outcomes 
that provide valued flexibility for both shippers and Service Providers. This is, in fact, what shippers 
have repeatedly told policymakers they want. The concerns that have been raised with the Part 23 
arrangements, which relate to the accuracy and quality of information disclosed in respect of some 
pipelines, do not constitute a rationale for imposing more onerous regulatory controls over the prices 
and services provided by pipelines subject to these arrangements.  

It is therefore important that existing rules be allowed time to deliver on their intended effect, in 
conjunction with pipeline industry led Energy Charter Better Together initiative process to improve 
compliance with expectations, before determining the need and extent of further reforms. It is also 
important that any further reforms continue to maintain the firm distinction that currently exists between 
the regulatory arrangements that apply to covered pipelines and those that apply to Part 23 pipelines.  

Jemena considers that it is appropriate that any decision-maker (NCC) should always be required to 
affirmatively establish whether a pipeline should be exposed to full regulation, having regard to both the 
benefits and the costs of any change to this status. 

1.8 The regulatory framework should support pipeline investment as this is 
the key factor that will address price concerns 

Stakeholders agree that the major issue facing the gas sector is facilitating the development of new 
sources of gas supply for the domestic market. Decreases in gas transmission prices, whilst benefiting 
users, are of secondary importance compared to this primary objective, given the relatively low 
contribution of gas transmission charges to average delivered gas prices in eastern Australia. 

Jemena considers that the Energy Council should put in place exemptions (at least 15 years but 
potentially longer) for greenfield pipelines (including major expansions) from Part 23 to promote 
continued new investment in pipeline infrastructure that is critical to meeting expected demand for gas 
in eastern Australia. 

The original rationale for providing 15-year no-coverage determinations for greenfield pipelines was that 
the benefits of applying economic regulation to such pipelines were outweighed by the costs, which 
included the prospect that regulation may reduce investment in new pipeline capacity. This is consistent 
with Jemena’s own experience of making investments in gas pipelines.  
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Figure 2.2: Delivered gas prices for large industrial customers in east Australia 

 

Source: Department of Environment and Energy, gas price trends review report 2017 

These changes in turn gave rise to a policy imperative to respond to rising gas prices, and a series of 
reviews into different aspects of the problem including: 

 an inquiry by the ACCC into the competitiveness of wholesale gas industry on the east coast 
of Australia, which concluded that some pipeline operators were engaging in monopoly pricing 
and that the regulatory regime was not fit for purpose;3 

 a review by the AEMC into the east coast wholesale gas market and pipeline frameworks, which 
recommended a pathway for the future development of wholesale gas markets and changes to 
promote the development of a more liquid market for secondary trade of pipeline capacity;4 

 an examination of the test for regulation of gas pipelines by Dr Michael Vertigan, which 
recommended, instead of an immediate change to the coverage test, the introduction of 
arrangements for information disclosure and binding arbitration within a commercial negotiation 
framework, that were later implemented as Part 23 of the NGR;5 

 a review by the AEMC into the scope of economic regulation applied to covered pipelines, 
which made a number of observations about the broader regulatory framework as it applies 
across covered and uncovered pipelines;6 and 

 regular reports prepared by the ACCC as part of its 2017-2020 gas inquiry (extended to 2025), 
including the most recent interim report which identified a number of concerns about the way 
that pipeline operators have complied with their information disclosure obligations under the 
Part 23 arrangements.7 

As noted above, the various reviews and reforms undertaken in the recent past have effectively led  
regulation of “uncovered” pipelines, uncertainty and a lack of stability in the regulatory framework 
applying to gas pipelines, which in turn has adverse implications for investment in new pipelines. 

                                                                 
3 ACCC, Inquiry into the east coast gas market, April 2016 
4 AEMC, East coast wholesale gas markets and pipelines frameworks review | State 2 final report, 23 May 2016. 

5 Vertigan, M., Examination of the current test for the regulation of gas pipelines, 14 December 2016. 
6 AEMC, Review into the scope of economic regulation applied to covered pipelines | Final report, 2 July 2018. 
7 ACCC, Gas inquiry 2017-2020 | Interim report, July 2019. 
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Jemena therefore considers that it is imperative that any further changes resulting from this RIS should 
represent an enduring reasonable reform that promotes future stability in the regulatory framework, that 
can support and underpin pipeline investment decisions. 

Supporting these views, the contribution of transmission pipelines to delivered gas prices is relatively 
small. Recent work by the ACCC suggests that, in 2018, gas transmission charges constituted 
approximately 5 per cent of delivered gas prices for mass market customers and 9 per cent of delivered 
gas prices for commercial and industrial customers – see figure 2.3 below.8 

Figure 2.3: Components of delivered gas prices for mass market and C&I customers 

 

Source: ACCC 

These observations suggest a strong policy case for being cautious in applying any form of regulated 
pricing to pipelines, to the extent that investment may be put at risk by such an intervention. This is also 
consistent with the expectations of participants in the gas sector, as identified by Dr Vertigan:9 

Most large users and retailers believe any reduction in price from increased regulatory 
intervention in the pipeline industry is a win but addressing this issue is not the ‘main 
game’. The majority of large users and retailers in eastern Australia agree that the major 
issue is facilitating the development of new sources of gas supply for the domestic market. 

 

                                                                 
8 ACCC, Gas inquiry 2017-2020 | Interim report, July 2019, chart 4.3, p 96. 
9 Vertigan, M., Examination of the current test for the regulation of gas pipelines, 14 December 2016, p 52. 
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3. Forms of regulation for gas pipelines 

This section sets out Jemena’s views on the forms of regulation that should apply to gas pipelines. 
Subsequent sections consider the appropriate tests for determining if regulation should apply (and, if 
so, which form) (section 4); the exemptions appropriate for greenfield investment (section 5); and the 
appropriate body to apply the tests (section 6). 

Jemena considers that, on balance, there are likely to be benefits from rationalising the gas regulatory 
framework to reduce the number of forms of regulation from three to two, by removing light regulation. 
Jemena considers that a coherent and durable framework consists of: 

 the Part 23 arrangements with information disclosure and a commercially-oriented arbitration 
mechanism; and 

 full regulation with regulatory approval of reference services under the current negotiate-
arbitrate framework and not direct price or revenue control as applied to electricity networks.  

Jemena does not support introducing elements of light regulation into the Part 23 arrangements that 
could have the effect of reducing flexibility for both shippers and pipelines to negotiate efficient and pro-
competitive outcomes. Nor does it support imposing more heavy-handed approaches to full regulation, 
such as the regulation of prices for all pipeline services. 

This option aligns most closely with the combined Option 2/Option 3 suggested in the RIS, except that 
Jemena does not consider that there is a need to build additional safeguards (drawn from the current 
light regulation approach) into the Part 23 arrangements, as discussed further in section 3.2. 

3.1 Rationalisation of the forms of regulation from three to two is appropriate 

Currently any one of three different forms of regulation may apply to a gas pipeline:   

 for covered pipelines, either full or light regulation is applied; and 

 for uncovered pipelines, the Part 23 arrangements are applied, which allow for full exemptions 
for pipelines that do not provide third party access, and partial exemptions for single-shipper 
and small pipelines.  

The RIS explains that the Part 23 arrangements and light regulation are very similar, drawing parallels 
in terms of the information that must be disclosed, the processes for access requests and negotiations, 
and the ability to take disputes to binding arbitration.10  

Jemena agrees that it would be preferable to rationalise the number of forms of regulation from three 
to two – a lighter handed and a heavier handed option – with a very clear distinction between these 
forms and clearly defined criteria to move from one to the other. 

This clear distinction is desirable and may be less achievable if multiple forms of regulation are retained 
where the coverage test is no longer the basis for determining the form of regulation that should be 
applied. Jemena is concerned that retaining more than two forms of regulation is likely to give rise to 
uncertainty as to which form of regulation would apply to a pipeline. In particular, if the assessment of 
the degree of market power becomes the basis from moving from lighter forms of regulation to heavier 
forms of regulation, it seems unlikely this could be measured sufficiently precisely or robustly to provide 
this certainty.  

                                                                 

10 COAG Energy Council, Options to improve gas pipeline regulation | COAG regulation impact statement for consultation, 
October 2019, p 20. 
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The AEMC noted that there were advantages to retaining light regulation, including that:11 

 having more forms of regulation allows the regulation applied to be fine-tuned to the 
circumstances, allowing for a more precise trade-off between regulatory costs and addressing 
market failure; and 

 removing light regulation would be complex, giving rise to a need to address what form of 
regulation would apply to those pipelines currently subject to light regulation, and raises legal 
hurdles. 

Notwithstanding the benefits noted by the AEMC for retaining light regulation, Jemena does not support 
the retention of this form of regulation unless there is a very clear basis for distinguishing when it should 
be applied, as against other forms of regulation.  

3.2 Part 23 arrangements should continue as the lighter handed form of 
regulation 

Jemena considers that the lighter handed form of regulation (of two forms, as discussed in section 3.1 
above) should be the Part 23 arrangements – which are focused on information disclosure and a 
commercially-oriented arbitration mechanism. 

The RIS frames Options 2 and 3 as incorporating additional safeguards from light regulation into the 
Part 23 arrangements. It explains that these safeguards:12 

…primarily (but not exclusively) relate to issues around denial of access and discriminatory 
behaviour, which would still be a concern on pipelines that have been deemed to have 
market power and are subject to negotiate-arbitrate.  

Jemena does not consider that under this approach, there would be a need to incorporate additional 
‘safeguards’ as part of the Part 23 arrangements. These changes would reduce the distinction between 
the commercially-oriented regime under the Part 23 arrangements and the regulatory-oriented regime 
applying to full regulation pipelines.  

The RIS also cites NERA’s report as identifying the advantages of utilising these safeguards:13 

NERA note that price discrimination can be used by pipelines with market power to: 1) 
Exercise market power against end customers “along the pipe” who do not have alternative 
options, 2) capture the rents of upstream/downstream innovation, making it less likely the 
benefits of innovation are passed through to consumers and 3) strategically give discounts 
to large shippers for the purpose of preventing them underwriting a competing pipeline. 

Gas pipelines are characterised by large upfront investments and low ongoing operations costs. 
Shippers use gas for various purposes and may have a higher or lower willingness to pay for gas 
transmission services. Offering discounts is normal commercial behaviour and allows pipeline operators 
to, for example:  

 reflect differences in the terms and conditions of the transmission service, including the 
provision of incentives to shippers to support the construction of a pipeline or expansion by 
entering into long term arrangements; and 

                                                                 

11 AEMC, Final report | Review into the scope of economic regulation applied to covered pipelines, 3 July 2018, pp 53-54. 
12 COAG Energy Council, Options to improve gas pipeline regulation | COAG regulation impact statement for consultation, 

October 2019, p 83. 
13 COAG Energy Council, Options to improve gas pipeline regulation: COAG Regulation Impact Statement for consultation, 

October 2019, p 83, footnote 185; NERA Economic Consulting, International Review of Pipeline Regulation: Vol. 1 – 
Synthesis and Reform Options, 28 June 2019, p. 71.  
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 attract or retain customers to use available capacity even in circumstances where these 
customers may value the service at less than the average cost. 

In its 2004 report reviewing the gas access regime, the Productivity Commission also noted the value 
of price discrimination, recommending against prohibitions on price discrimination, noting that they ‘can 
be efficient in industries with decreasing costs as output rises’.14 More recently, in its inquiry report into 
the economic regulation of airports, the Productivity Commission reaffirmed that price discrimination 
can indeed by efficient.15 The Australian government concurred with the overall findings of the 
Productivity Commission’s report.16  

Restrictions on discrimination, or imposing tests as to the effect on competition in related markets, will 
have a chilling impact on the willingness of Service Providers to offer discounts and undermine 
commercial negotiations that give rise to these outcomes. Indeed, Jemena considers that this may not 
be sustainable and would have the effect of most favoured nation clauses for all shippers.  

Even though the principle proposed in the RIS prohibits inefficient discrimination, it is likely to also 
reduce Service Providers’ propensity to engage in efficient discrimination and impose substantial costs, 
since: 

 there may be uncertainty as to whether particular prices represent efficient or inefficient 
discrimination; and   

 Service Providers will be bound to undertake careful review of their prices to ensure that they 
are compliant with the principle and are likely to err on the side of caution rather than promoting 
efficient pricing outcomes. 

This in turn will give rise to material costs and inefficiencies, since it could lead to fewer incentives being 
provided to shippers to support new pipelines and expansions, and some shippers that place low value 
on a delivered gas supply may no longer able to be obtain services at a price they can afford.  

NERA’s advice does not provide any basis to support the introduction of prohibitions or restrictions on 
price discrimination. Further, pipelines that provide third party access are usually not vertically 
integrated and therefore have no incentive to: 

 prevent or hinder access to pipelines services; 

 engage in inefficient price discrimination or inefficient bundling; or 

 adversely affect competition in a related market. 

The RIS does not cite any evidence that these behaviours are prevalent, or even identify isolated 
instances where they have raised concerns. Further, to the extent that a pipeline does have substantial 
market power such that it is capable of engaging in these practices to a material degree, it is likely that 
the threshold for that pipeline to be subject to full regulation would then be passed – see section 4.1 
below. The RIS does not justify why these additional ‘safeguards’ should apply to the bulk of pipelines 
to which the Part 23 arrangements will likely apply.   

A key benefit of the Part 23 arrangements is that they represent a lighter handed form of regulation that 
does not impose strong constraints on shippers and pipelines but instead provides an arbitral backstop 
to commercial negotiations. This reduces the costs of the arrangements, while leaving flexibility for 

                                                                 
14 Productivity Commission, Review of the gas access regime, 11 June 2004, pp 259-260. 
15 Productivity Commission, Economic regulation of airports | Inquiry report, June 2019, p 82.  

16 Australian Government, Australian Government response to the Productivity Commission Inquiry into the Economic 
Regulation of Airports, December 2019, p 1.  
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pipelines and customers to pursue more bespoke arrangements reflecting their specific circumstances, 
which would not be possible under more prescriptive regulatory obligations. 

3.3 The heavier handed form of regulation should reflect the existing 
approach to full regulation 

Jemena considers that the heavier handed form of regulation (of two forms, as discussed in section 3.1 
above) should reflect the existing approach to full regulation.  

Jemena does not support a move to extend full regulation to include direct price control over all services. 
As the RIS notes, the AEMC has recently revised the NGR to provide a greater degree of discretion to 
the Australian Energy Regulator (AER) to expand the number of reference services. This substantively 
addresses any concerns that may arise in relation to the exercise of market power over non-reference 
prices.  

In any case, gas transmission agreements are highly customised arrangements that are not conducive 
to such a substantial degree of control and prescription. The RIS correctly observes that direct price 
control would also:17 

…remove some of the flexibility in services that shippers value, by requiring more 
standardised services to be developed for price setting purposes. 

There is no evidence that extending full regulation to include direct price control over all services 
responds to a problem that has not otherwise been addressed through the discretion granted to the 
AER, and therefore that it would provide additional benefits. Further, such expansion would be costly, 
both in administrative terms and in the resulting loss of flexibility in the services provided to shippers. 

3.4 Role for the regulator in monitoring Service Providers 

The RIS proposed a greater role for the regulator in:18 

…monitoring the behaviour of service providers, so that it can refer pipelines for a form of 
regulation assessment if it suspects that market power is being exercised. 

Jemena supports the judgement in this statement that it is the ability to exercise, rather than possession, 
of market power that should be of greatest concern in considering the form of regulation that should 
apply to a pipeline. 

Jemena considers that a proposed monitoring role could play a part in a coherent regulatory framework, 
but only if: 

 the regulator that undertakes this role is not also the decision-maker on the form of regulation 
– it would not be compatible with good regulatory design for the party that makes decisions on 
the scope of regulation to refer cases to itself;19 and 

 the information that is employed in this monitoring role is the information disclosed by pipelines 
as part of their normal regulatory obligations, such that no additional information disclosure is 
required for these functions. 

                                                                 

17 COAG Energy Council, Options to improve gas pipeline regulation: COAG Regulation Impact Statement for consultation, 
October 2019, p 84. 

18 COAG Energy Council, Options to improve gas pipeline regulation: COAG Regulation Impact Statement for consultation, 
October 2019, p 80. 

19 By way of direct corollary, the AEMC cannot initiate rule changes itself – rather, these must be proposed by a stakeholder 
or COAG. 
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However, Jemena does not support the imposition of any requirement to provide information as to the 
outcome of negotiations with individual shippers or commercially sensitive arrangements that Jemena 
enters with shippers or suppliers.  
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4. Criteria for applying different forms of regulation 

Closely linked to the decision on what forms of regulation should apply to gas pipelines is the question 
of what the appropriate test should be for determining whether or not regulation should apply to a 
particular pipeline and, if so, which form. 

This section sets out Jemena’s views on the issue of what tests should be incorporated as part of the 
regulatory framework, and the criteria that is appropriate in relation to each of these tests. The question 
of which body would appropriately apply each of these tests is discussed in section 6. 

Several policymakers have observed that, whereas the coverage test addresses the market failure of 
‘denial of access’, the market failure of ‘monopoly pricing’ might be better addressed by a market power 
style test.  

Jemena is not persuaded of the merits of subjecting gas pipelines to a regulatory test that differs from 
that which applies to other forms of infrastructure. Dr Vertigan’s examination that gave rise to the Part 
23 arrangements found that the problem that required addressing was unequal levels of bargaining 
power and information.20 Jemena submits that the Part 23 arrangements largely appear to be working 
as intended and that no case has been made for further regulatory creep into the gas pipeline sector. 

Despite these considerations, Jemena recognises that almost all gas pipelines are now effectively 
regulated in some form, whether through coverage or under the Part 23 arrangements. The relevance 
of the coverage test has been lessened by these changes. Further, sustained lobbying efforts to change 
the coverage test have resulted in lingering uncertainty about the regulatory framework for gas 
pipelines. As noted earlier in this submission, Jemena considers that effective resolution of this 
uncertainty is of key importance in ensuring a stable framework for gas pipeline regulation that can 
underpin new investment in pipeline capacity.    

In light of these circumstances, Jemena’s alternative proposal is for a framework that: 

 imposes a modified test for determining whether a pipeline should be subject to full regulation 
rather than the Part 23 arrangements, which is based on a combination of a sustained and 
substantial market power test (informed by the current form of regulation factors) and 
satisfaction of a robust and quantified cost benefit analysis – this is described in box 4.1 below; 

 retains the coverage test, albeit in a limited capacity functioning as a backstop to potential 
denial of access so that it would be focussed solely on determining whether pipelines that do 
not provide third party access should be compelled to do so and therefore subject to regulation 
under the Part 23 arrangements; 

 deems all pipelines that are subject to third party access to be subject to regulation under the 
Part 23 arrangements (modified in respect of information provision only), without the need to 
pass a further test for whether regulation should apply, but where: 

o the existing exemptions to the Part 23 arrangements should continue to apply; and 

o an additional exemption category from regulation including the Part 23 arrangements 
for greenfield pipeline investments (including major expansions) should be introduced. 

This alternative proposal does not directly reflect any of the options put forward in the RIS, but draws 
from elements of options 2, 3 and 4. Overall, Jemena considers that this approach would represent a 
coherent and durable framework. 

 

                                                                 
20 Vertigan, M., Examination of the current test for the regulation of gas pipelines, 14 December 2016, p 77. 
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Box 4.1: Alternative form of regulation test 

Process for application of full regulation 

Where a pipeline is providing third party access but is not subject to full regulation (i.e. it is subject to 
Part 23), any person may apply for a determination by the National Competition Council (NCC) that 
the pipeline be subject to full regulation (Full Regulation Determination). The NCC may only make a 
Full Regulation Determination where both of the Full Regulation Criteria are satisfied (see below). 

Where a pipeline is subject to full regulation, any person may apply for a determination by the NCC 
revoking full regulation (Full Regulation Revocation Determination).  Full regulation may only be 
revoked if one or both of the Full Regulation Criteria are no longer satisfied.  If full regulation is 
revoked, the pipeline would revert to Part 23 regulation. 

The NGL could potentially include timeframes for the NCC to make its decisions.  For example, the 
NCC could be required to make a decision within six months of receiving an application, potentially 
subject to ‘clock-stop’ mechanisms where the NCC needs to obtain further information from the 
applicant or third parties.  

Merits review of these NCC decisions should be available under the NGL. 

Full Regulation Criteria 

The proposed Full Regulation Criteria are: 

(a) the pipeline supplies services in a market where there is both— 

(i) little or no competition; and 

(ii) little or no likelihood of a substantial increase in competition; and 

(b) there is scope for the exercise of substantial market power by the pipeline owner, taking into 
account the effectiveness of existing regulation; and 

(c) the incremental benefits of imposing full regulation in meeting the NGO materially exceed its 
incremental costs, compared to existing regulation. 

These criteria are based on well-established legal and regulatory precedent.  Very similar criteria 
apply to regulation of goods or services in New Zealand, under section 52G of the Commerce Act 
1986. 

Consistent with well-established legal precedent, in assessing the extent of competition and scope 
for a pipeline owner to exercise substantial market power, the NCC would need to consider the 
pipeline owner’s ability to sustain pricing above the level that would prevail in a workably competitive 
market.21 If pricing above competitive market levels could not be sustained over the medium term – 
i.e. if this would be met with a response from existing competitors or a new entrant – this would 
indicate an absence of substantial market power and/or an inability to exercise market power.  

In assessing the benefits and costs of full regulation, the NCC would be required to:  

 compare full regulation to the existing lighter form of regulation (Part 23) – i.e. the NCC would 
be considering incremental benefits and costs of full regulation, compared to Part 23; 

                                                                 
21 In Queensland Wire, the High Court described market power as “the ability of a firm to raise prices above the supply cost 

without rivals taking away customers in due time”: Queensland Wire v Broken Hill Pty Co Ltd (1989) 167 CLR at 189.  In 
the more recent Metcash decision, substantial market power was defined in the following way: "Substantial market power 
is the ability to earn returns substantially in excess of the opportunity cost of capital, without attracting the entry of 
participants who would be likely to impose significant competitive constraints": ACCC v Metcash Trading Limited [2011] 
FCA 967 at [164]. 
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 assess benefits and costs over the long term, consistent with the long-term focus of the NGO; 

 consider potential impacts on efficient investment, as well as efficient operation and use of 
natural gas services, over this time horizon – again, consistent with the NGO. 

In applying the Full Regulation Criteria, the NCC would be required to have regard to the form of 
regulation factors. We consider that the existing form of regulation factors could be retained for this 
purpose. 

4.1 Clarifying the test for determining the form of regulation 

Jemena considers that it is appropriate for there to be a substantial hurdle in order to subject a gas 
pipeline to full regulation. This is consistent with maintaining a clear distinction between the Part 23 
arrangements and full regulation. To subject any facility to economic regulation where its prices are set 
by administrative controls should only be possible where there is clear evidence that imposing such 
controls would result in material improvements in outcomes for the market in the long term. Any test 
that is imposed should reflect the gravity of this decision. 

The coverage test currently determines whether a pipeline that is subject to the Part 23 arrangements 
should be subject to full or light regulation. Jemena’s alternative proposal is that this test would instead 
require the NCC to be satisfied that both: 

 the pipeline faces little or no competition and is able to exercise sustained and substantial 
market power; and 

 the quantified benefits of full regulation materially exceed the costs, compared to the existing 
lighter form of regulation. 

4.1.1 Concerns raised about the coverage test 

In the east coast gas review, the ACCC reached a view that the coverage test was directed at the wrong 
market failure, being ‘denial of access’ rather than ‘monopoly pricing’. It took this view because it 
considered that:22 

 many pipeline operators are not vertically integrated and do not have incentives to affect 
competition in related markets, but may nonetheless have an incentive to engage in monopoly 
pricing; whereas 

 criterion (a) is directed at addressing the lack of incentive of a vertically integrated operator to 
provide access to its pipeline infrastructure, affecting competition in upstream or downstream 
markets. 

The ACCC recommended that the Energy Council should replace the coverage test with an alternative 
test that would be satisfied if:23 

 the pipeline in question has substantial market power; 

 it is likely that the pipeline will continue to have substantial market power in the medium term; 
and  

                                                                 
22 ACCC, Inquiry into the east coast gas market, April 2016, pp 129-130. 

23 ACCC, Inquiry into the east coast gas market, April 2016, p 138. 
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 coverage will or is likely to contribute to the achievement of the NGO. 

In its review into the scope of economic regulation applied to covered pipelines, the AEMC agreed with 
the ACCC’s position. It stated that:24 

Criterion (a) of the coverage determination assesses the impact of competition in related 
markets - and hence is focused on the issue of denial of access. Monopoly pricing may 
have no material impact on competition in related markets but could still result in 
inefficiencies. 

The AEMC further noted that it did not consider that all instances of enduring monopoly pricing for 
access to pipelines will necessarily manifest themselves in a reduction in competition in related markets. 
As such, there is a prospect that pipelines that engage in enduring monopoly pricing will not meet 
coverage criterion (a).25 In particular, the AEMC noted that in specific cases, such as where the user 
competes in a global market or where pipeline charges are only a small proportion of users’ total input 
costs, the coverage criteria might only be satisfied by a denial of access and not by monopoly pricing.26 

These perspectives have left lingering uncertainty as to the form of the regulatory arrangements for gas 
pipelines. Jemena’s alternative option therefore addresses the concerns that have been raised by: 

 including a test for sustained and substantial market power combined with a cost benefit 
analysis, similar to the ACCC’s proposal, as the ‘gateway’ between the Part 23 arrangements 
and full regulation; and 

 limiting the use of the coverage test to address whether pipelines should be compelled to 
provide access. 

Jemena considers that if there is to be market power style test in the regulatory framework for gas 
pipelines, the best use of it is in determining the strength of the regulatory regime, because: 

 the existing form of regulation test at section 122 of the NGL is already an example of such a 
test, since it is aimed at identifying the degree of market power that a pipeline possesses; 

 the test to determine whether a pipeline should be compelled to provide access should address 
a ‘denial of access’ problem, rather than a ‘monopoly power’ problem; and 

 recognising the reality of current arrangements in which almost all gas pipelines are subject to 
a form of regulation, there is little benefit in formulating a test for whether to apply regulation. 

The alternatives to the coverage test proposed in the RIS would substantially reduce the current 
distinction between the status of gas pipelines subject to the Part 23 arrangements and those that are 
subject to full regulation. Jemena considers that an appropriate test should incorporate both: 

 an assessment of the degree of market power and the extent to which a Service Provider has 
the ability to exercise it to the long-term detriment of users, with the onus being on the decision 
maker to establish a substantial degree of market power in order to subject a pipeline to full 
regulation; and 

 a quantitative assessment of the benefits of this change from a light form of regulation to a 
heavier form of regulation, having regard to the NGO. 

It may also be helpful to set out specific factors that a decision-maker should have regard to in making 
this decision. There may be benefits in using the form of regulation factors for this purpose since there 
                                                                 

24 AEMC, Final report | Review into the scope of economic regulation applied to covered pipelines, 3 July 2018, p 37. 
25 AEMC, Final report | Review into the scope of economic regulation applied to covered pipelines, 3 July 2018, p 38. 
26 AEMC, Final report | Review into the scope of economic regulation applied to covered pipelines, 3 July 2018, p 38. 
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is already established consideration of these factors by the NCC, which provides a clear basis for 
understanding how they might be applied in the future. 

Jemena considers a cost-benefit assessment should be included as one limb of the test, as opposed 
to the use of the NGO for this purpose. The use of a cost-benefit assessment provides a transparent 
and objective basis for the assessment of an expansion of regulation, which in turn promotes the 
stability and durability of the regulatory framework. Jemena considers that selection of a form of 
regulation that maximises benefits to society will contribute to the NGO, as well as satisfying the 
requirements of a RIS – which requires the selection of the option that maximises net benefits. 

4.1.2  ‘Bias’ against full regulation 

The RIS raises the concern that the coverage test could create a ‘bias’ against imposing full regulation 
because, where the counterfactual is regulation under the Part 23 arrangements, it will be harder to 
satisfy the coverage criteria.27  

Jemena does not consider that the ‘bias’ issue highlighted in the RIS is a policy problem that requires 
any action. If it is more difficult to establish that a pipeline should be subject to full regulation for the 
reason that similar market outcomes to full regulation are achieved in a lighter form of regulation, this 
demonstrates the success of the lighter form of regulation (in this case the Part 23 arrangements), 
rather than any failure of the regulatory test.  

The guiding principle in formulating and considering options for the RIS should not be to impose any 
particular form of regulation, but to ensure that net benefits to society are maximised. If the benefits that 
can be achieved by a lighter form of regulation are comparable to those that can be achieved with a 
heavier form of regulation, but at lower cost, then this provides a robust basis for preferring the lighter 
form of regulation.  

This is precisely the rationale underpinning all of the NCC’s recent light coverage determinations, 
described in more detail in box 4.2 below. 

Box 4.2: National Competition Council’s consideration of applications for light regulation 

Between 2008 and 2015 the NCC received five applications relating to the form of regulation for gas 
pipelines covered under the National Gas (South Australia) Act 2008 (NGL).28 

In each case, the applicant sought to be covered by light regulation, rather than full regulation that 
was applied to them. In each of the five cases, the applicant was successful in arguing their case, 
and the NCC approved light regulation.29 

The NCC’s final decision in each of the five cases is substantially similar in both style and substance, 
and each closely adheres to the principles described in section 122 of the NGL, which govern the 
making of light regulation decisions.30 

Based on these principles, the NCC stated that light regulation is appropriate whenever it is as 
effective as full regulation and can be implemented at a lower cost. For example, the determinations 

                                                                 

27 COAG Energy Council, Options to improve gas pipeline regulation | COAG regulation impact statement for consultation, 
October 2019, p 72. 

28 NCC, Past Applications Register, http://ncc.gov.au/applications-past/past_applications, accessed 19 November 2019. 
29 NCC, Past Applications Register, http://ncc.gov.au/applications-past/past_applications, accessed 19 November 2019. 

30 National Gas (South Australia) Act 2008, section 122. 
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for light regulation of the Allgas Gas Distribution Network and Envestra’s Queensland Gas 
Distribution Network each contain the following statement:31 

The critical issues in an application for light regulation are: whether light regulation is 
likely to be as effective as full regulation in constraining the use of market power and 
promoting access to pipeline services; and the relative costs of the two approaches. If 
light regulation is similarly effective as full regulation but involves lower costs, light 
regulation is the more appropriate form of regulation. 

In each of the five cases the NCC then assesses whether these two criteria are met in relation to the 
light regulation sought by the applicant. 

Having regard to the national gas objective, the NCC stated that, where it meets the criteria of being 
as effective at a lower cost, light regulation is consistent with the national gas objective.32 Having 
regard to the form of regulation factors, the NCC stated in each case that consideration of the form 
of regulation factors supports the conclusion that light regulation is likely to be similarly effective as 
full regulation.33 

4.2 The coverage test remains relevant but in a reduced role 

The RIS identifies a potential concern that the coverage test may result in the under-regulation of 
pipelines that do not provide third party access. It suggests that continued use of the coverage test for 
this purpose may be inconsistent with the NGO. 

The RIS notes correctly that the coverage test currently serves two functions, being the test used to 
determine whether to: 

 compel a pipeline to provide third party access when it would not otherwise do so; or 

 subject a pipeline that already provides third party access to full or light regulation instead of 
the Part 23 arrangements that apply to uncovered pipelines. 

The first of these functions appears to be on all fours with the purpose of the coverage test, which the 
ACCC and AEMC agree is to address the market failure caused by denial of access. Jemena considers 
that this remains an area in which the coverage test could continue to apply.  Concerns about whether 
the coverage test addresses the right market failure are better focused on the use of this test for 
determining the form of regulation – see section 4.2 above. 

4.3 Pipelines providing third party access will continue to be subject to 
regulation 

Most gas pipelines are already subject to a form of regulation, under the Part 23 arrangements. The 
RIS raises the prospect that the automatic application of the Part 23 to all uncovered pipelines (except 
those with specific exemptions) may give rise to over-regulation. It identifies that this might be 

                                                                 

31 NCC, Application by Allgas Energy Pty Ltd for Light Regulation of the Allgas Gas Distribution Network, Final decision, April 
2015, para 3.8; NCC, Application for a light regulation determination in respect of the Queensland Gas Distribution Network, 
Final determination, November 2014, para 4.9. 

32 National Gas (South Australia) Act 2008, section 23. 

33 NCC, Application by Allgas Energy Pty Ltd for Light Regulation of the Allgas Gas Distribution Network, Final decision, April 
2015, para 3.41; NCC, Application for a light regulation determination in respect of the Queensland Gas Distribution 
Network, Final determination, November 2014, para 4.71; NCC, Application for a light regulation determination in respect 
of the Kalgoorlie Kambalda Pipeline, Final determination, June 2010, para 3.34; NCC, Application for a light regulation 
determination in respect of the Central West Pipeline, Final determination, January 2010, para 3.51; NCC, Application for 
a light regulation determination in respect of the covered portion of the Moomba to Sydney natural gas pipeline system, 
Final determination, November 2008, para 3.41. 
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addressed with a test for regulation by reference to the existence of substantial market power that could 
be applied either:34 

 to determine whether economic regulation should apply to a pipeline; or 

 to provide an exemption from economic regulation to a pipeline. 

Jemena agrees that a test of this nature is a relevant consideration, however does not consider there 
would currently be substantial benefits from implementing any test for this purpose. 

The current approach is that all pipelines providing third party access are subject to some form of 
regulation, except where a specific exemption applies. Jemena considers that this approach can 
continue, except that the form of regulation may either be the Part 23 arrangements or full regulation, 
as discussed above.  

Pipelines that are subject to the Part 23 arrangements have already incurred substantial costs to meet 
the Part 23 requirements. The ongoing costs associated with meeting these requirements, and the costs 
that would be avoided by allowing these pipelines to avoid the Part 23 arrangements, are likely to be 
considerably lower.  

Taken together, there do not appear to be substantial benefits from introducing a further category of 
exemptions, or a further test that third party access pipelines would need to satisfy before being 
regulated (under Part 23), aside from those that would apply for greenfield pipelines, given the 
information available at the current time. Jemena does not therefore consider that this should be a 
priority for the RIS.  

                                                                 

34 COAG Energy Council, Options to improve gas pipeline regulation | COAG regulation impact statement for consultation, 
October 2019, p 57. 
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5. Availability of exemptions from regulation 

Jemena supports the availability of exemptions from regulation for greenfield pipelines (including major 
expansions). These remain an important tool for promoting efficient investment in new pipelines, the 
effect of which has been blunted since the introduction of the Part 23 arrangements.  

Jemena considers that there should be a new fit-for-purpose framework that would allow greenfield 
pipelines to seek exemptions from regulation including the arbitration elements and some information 
disclosure elements of the Part 23 arrangements. Further, the process for providing greenfield 
exemptions should be made quicker and easier, based on clear principles. This proposal will promote 
continued new investment in pipeline infrastructure that will be required to meet expected demand for 
gas in eastern Australia. 

Jemena also considers that the existing exemptions that are available to the Part 23 arrangements for 
small pipelines and single shipper pipelines should remain in place. 

5.1 Rationale for greenfield exemptions 

Jemena notes that the original rationale for offering greenfield exemptions was the result of a qualitative 
cost-benefit assessment of the policy, assessing the benefits of regulation against the costs that it may 
impose.  

Greenfields incentives for transmission pipelines were recommended by the Parer review. The key 
factors that underpinned this recommendation were:35 

 there are few benefits in the short term from imposing regulation on greenfield pipelines 
because the tariffs that are established for initial users should reflect conditions of competitive 
tension; and 

 there may be costs involved in imposing regulation on greenfield pipelines because this could 
lead to a pipeline not proceeding or cause the developer to ‘undersize’ the pipeline. 

The review concluded that a 15 year price regulation free period appropriately balances the objective 
of providing greater certainty to pipeline companies whilst not excluding the prospect of regulation 
should it be warranted.  

In recommending the introduction of a scheme for binding arbitration and information disclosure, the 
Vertigan review noted that there was wide stakeholder support for retaining the 15 year no-coverage 
exemptions. Submitters emphasised the benefits of such exemptions for encouraging investment, while 
noting that competitive tension to build new pipelines elicits competitive prices.36 

However, in the final design of the Part 23 arrangements, the GMRG specifically decided that these 
arrangements should apply to new pipelines because:37 

…new shippers and existing shippers that want to negotiate access to new services are 
likely to face the same imbalance of bargaining power as shippers on other pipelines. 

The GMRG stated that it expected the ‘majority’ of pipelines subject to a 15-year no-coverage 
determination to be able to seek an exemption from the Part 23 arrangements on the grounds that they 
do not provide third party access. It noted that most of these pipelines would also be single-shipper 
pipelines that would therefore be able to obtain exemptions from information disclosure requirements.38 

                                                                 
35 Parer, W.R., Towards a truly national and efficient energy market, 20 December 2012, pp 211-214, 255. 

36 Vertigan, M., Examination of the current test for the regulation of gas pipelines, 14 December 2016, p 38. 
37 GMRG, Gas pipeline information disclosure and arbitration framework | Final design recommendation, June 2017, p 53. 
38 GMRG, Gas pipeline information disclosure and arbitration framework | Final design recommendation, June 2017, p 53. 
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While this may be true of vertically integrated or single shipper pipelines, this provides no certainty for 
new investments in pipeline infrastructure to facilitate new sources of gas supply to the east coast, 
particularly in light of the short terms that shippers are prepared to contract for at the current time. 

Jemena considers that, consistent with the requirements of a RIS, the Energy Council should adopt a 
cost-benefit framework in its consideration of whether to change the NGL to provide for exemptions 
from the Part 23 arrangements for greenfield pipelines. The remainder of this section sets out a more 
careful consideration of the potential costs and benefits associated with this proposal.  

Jemena notes that the rationale cited by the GMRG for imposing the Part 23 arrangements on greenfield 
pipelines does not appear to reflect the outcome of weighing the benefits of regulation against its costs. 
The GMRG focused on the prospect of benefits for potential shippers on greenfield pipelines but did 
not assess the magnitude of these benefits or weigh these against the potential costs in terms of 
deferred, reduced or cancelled investment.  

5.2 Competition to build greenfield pipelines promotes competitive 
outcomes 

Jemena considers that there are likely to be few benefits associated with regulating newly constructed 
pipelines, because prices agreed with shippers for capacity on greenfield pipelines are already subject 
to significant competitive pressures. 

The Parer review noted that new pipelines are seeking to respond to market demand, and prospective 
initial users of that pipeline have a significant degree of countervailing power, which may be exercised 
by approaching another pipeline company if they consider proposed tariffs to be uncompetitive. The 
review found that:39 

This means that in the short term at least, there is little or no scope for benefit from 
imposing the burden of regulation upon the pipeline company. Indeed taking the costs into 
account, the short term impact of regulation in these circumstances is likely to be negative. 

The ACCC has also previously noted that competition to build a pipeline would be expected to translate 
into competitive prices for foundation contracts:40 

If there is effective competition to develop and build a pipeline (‘competition for the 
market’), then the market power of the ultimate pipeline owner is likely to be limited for a 
period of time. By negotiating prior to the pipeline being built, foundation shippers will 
usually be able to use competitive tension between prospective pipeline owners to 
negotiate long-term contracts that are not affected by the exercise of market power. 

In a context in which the forces of competition already act to constrain the charges that pipelines can 
charge for capacity on new pipelines, there does not appear to be a good rationale for imposing 
regulation on these investments, at least initially. This is consistent the presumption against new or 
increased regulation that reflects a best practice approach to undertaking a RIS.41 

Jemena considers that this provides a strong case against the imposition of binding arbitration and 
information disclosure on greenfield pipelines.  

                                                                 

39 Parer, W.R., Towards a truly national and efficient energy market, 20 December 2012, pp 211-214, 255. 
40 ACCC, Inquiry into the east coast gas market, April 2016, p 96. 
41 COAG, Best practice regulation | A guide for ministerial councils and national standards setting bodies, October 2007, p 4. 
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5.3 Exemptions for greenfield pipelines would promote greater investment 

Jemena considers that there are strong grounds to conclude that providing exemptions for greenfield 
pipelines would promote greater investment in gas pipelines. 

Gas transmission infrastructure facilitates transactions in circumstances in which the sources of gas 
supply are distant from where the gas is consumed, a role acknowledged by the Energy Council’s Vision 
for the Australian gas market. Meeting expected demand for gas in eastern Australia over the medium 
to long term will require additional investments in gas transmission infrastructure, either through:42 

 expansions of existing pipelines to provide additional capacity for gas from to reach the 
southern states from Queensland; and/or  

 connections to new sources of supply, such as the Galilee basin or the Narrabri project. 

When Jemena contemplates investment in a greenfield gas pipeline, it takes into account the prospect 
that demand for its services may either exceed or fall short of expectations. One approach to managing 
these risks is to build a pipeline with a capacity that is closely matched to contracted demand, rather 
than building capacity ahead of demand. Many pipelines are developed on this basis.43  

The potential effect of the threat of regulation on investment is demonstrated by the result of the NGP 
tender. The NGP was built with only one third of its capacity contracted. While the Northern Territory 
government sought proposals to develop the NGP as a covered pipeline, Jemena, and Jemena 
understands almost all other participants, were not willing to develop the pipeline on this basis.44 Put 
another way, if the Northern Territory Government had insisted on the pipeline being developed on a 
regulated basis, it appears likely that it would not have been developed at all, or developed on less 
favourable terms, such as with higher prices or lower capacity.  

Jemena notes recent claims made by the ACCC that Part 23 has not acted as a disincentive to 
investment. The ACCC cites a list of recent and potential investments as evidence that investment is 
still occurring.45 Contrary to these claims, increased regulation applying to new pipeline investments 
does affect Jemena’s view on the viability of those investments. The ACCC’s claims ignore commercial 
considerations of investment requirements.   

Development opportunities often take many years of work to bring them to the stage of a final investment 
decision and the potential Jemena greenfield projects listed by the ACCC are at an early stage. All 
Jemena’s potential projects assume that the regulatory environment is understood and specifically that  
all regulatory exemptions including from Part 23 are in place.  

Jemena’s detailed response in respect of each development is set out below, demonstrating that the 
Part 23 arrangements remain a hindrance to additional investment in pipeline infrastructure. 

 Darling Downs pipeline acquisition: the Part 23 arrangements were not in place when this 
acquisition was negotiated. However, the prospect of those reforms were part of the discussion 
and Jemena considered that this investment was protected from increased regulatory 
intervention by long term contracts for the vast majority of the value. 

                                                                 

42 AEMO, Gas statement of opportunities, March 2019, p 53. 
43 ACCC, Inquiry into the east coast gas market, April 2016, pp 95-96.  
44 Jemena, Northern Gas Pipeline derogation from Part 23 of the NGR | Response to the AEMC issues paper, 13 December 

2018, p 3. 
45 ACCC, Gas inquiry 2017-2020 | Interim report, July 2019, p 159. 
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 Galilee Energy: Jemena has a memorandum of understanding for the development 
phases.  This is work undertaken prior to making a final investment decision, and the 
expectation is that a long term contract will support  the investment. From a risk perspective, 
Jemena would not be able to develop the pipeline with uncontracted capacity under the Part 
23 rules without a significantly higher tariff. 

 Senex Atlas field: Jemena’s development of the pipeline was supported by a long term 
contract which substantially protects Jemena from the impact of the Part 23 arrangements. 

 NGP expansion and extension: the project is at a preliminary development stage and not yet 
close to a final investment decision. Jemena expects it will only move ahead with the 
development of the NGP expansion and extension if it receives an exemption from regulatory 
intervention including Part 23. Without an exemption being available, Jemena would need to 
set a significantly higher tariff for newly developed capacity to balance the risks of regulation, 
which would likely not be affordable. 

 Roma North processing plant and pipeline: Jemena’s development of this infrastructure was 
supported by a long term contract which substantially protects Jemena from the impact of the 
Part 23 arrangements. 

Accordingly Jemena considers that greenfield exemptions from all regulation, including the Part 23 
arrangements, is essential to encourage Service Providers to assume greater risks in building pipelines, 
bringing more gas to the east coast quickly and at lower tariffs. Further, any changes made to the 
regulatory framework should not affect the current derogation to the Part 23 arrangements that applies 
to the NGP.  

5.4 The historical use of the ‘no coverage’ framework is not a guide to the 
potential future utility of a fit-for-purpose exemptions framework 

Limited use has been made of 15-year no-coverage determinations to date. However, Jemena expects 
that if the Energy Council was to develop a fit-for-purpose exemption framework (as described below), 
this would be significantly more valuable to greenfield pipelines than the current no-coverage 
determinations. 

Only four pipelines have sought 15-year no-coverage determinations, being:46 

 the QCLNG pipeline, in June 2010; 

 the APLNG pipeline, in August 2012; 

 the GLNG pipeline, in June 2013; and 

 the GLNG Comet Ridge to Wallumbilla pipeline, in May 2015. 

None of these no-coverage determinations have been sought or granted since the Part 23 
arrangements were introduced. 

Jemena notes that the relatively infrequent usage of no-coverage determinations in the past is likely 
because: 

 the process for seeking these determinations is lengthy and public, such that it is difficult to 
integrate them into a timeframe and process for developing a pipeline; and 
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 pipeline businesses that are vertically separated may consider their investments are less likely 
to satisfy the coverage criteria than those developed by vertically integrated pipeline 
businesses.  

As discussed below, Jemena considers that the new greenfield exemptions process should be made 
simpler, quicker and confidential so that it represents a realistic option for pipeline developers. Currently, 
few pipeline developers would seek a no-coverage determination because of the lengthy process 
involved and because it requires a public consultation – a process that may not be compatible with 
confidential negotiations or involvement in tenders and short development timelines increasingly 
required by customers. 

Further, all of the pipelines that have sought 15-year no-coverage determinations were developed by 
vertically integrated entities, presumably based on their assessment of the risk of coverage. By contrast, 
if the Energy Council was to provide exemptions from some or all of the provisions of the Part 23 
arrangements, they would be significantly more valuable to new pipelines than the current no-coverage 
determinations, since such determinations would relieve them of regulatory obligations with which they 
would otherwise expect to comply. 

5.5 A new fit-for-purpose exemptions framework for greenfield pipelines 

To strengthen incentives for new investment in pipeline capacity, a new fit-for-purpose framework for 
greenfield exemptions is required.  As discussed above, the incentive properties of the current “no 
coverage” determination framework have been blunted since the introduction of Part 23.  Even where 
a “no coverage” determination is made, a form of regulation will still apply under Part 23, unless a 
specific derogation applies. This means that there is now no clear pathway for potential investors to 
obtain exemption from regulation within the confines of the regulatory framework. 

Jemena considers that key elements of a new fit-for-purpose exemption framework would include: 

 a pipeline owner (or prospective owner) would be able to apply to the NCC for an exemption in 
advance of a final investment decision being made; 

 exemption could be sought from all forms of regulation, that is both full regulation and Part 23; 

 the application would need to specify the proposed term of the exemption, and this should be 
a minimum of 15 years, and may be more if this is reflective of the final investment decision;47 

 the application may also propose conditions on the exemption, which may (for example) include 
open access commitments and/or a commitment by the Service Provider to periodically publish 
information; 

 the application may be kept confidential, where this is reasonably necessary to protect the 
confidentiality of a competitive tender or negotiations relating to development of the pipeline; 

 the NCC must determine, within a specified time period: 

o whether exemption is to be granted; 

o the appropriate term of any exemption, having regard to (among other things) the 
investment horizon; and 

o any conditions to be attached to the exemption. 

                                                                 
47 Jemena notes that the 15 year term for no-coverage determinations ended with a pipeline still subject only to the threat of 

coverage. However, in the current context, a 15 year term will end with a pipeline becoming subject to certain regulation 
under the Part 23 arrangements at that time. 
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There would be real value in clearly setting out this framework in the NGL, to provide certainty for 
investors around the circumstances in which exemptions will be granted.  

5.6 Exemptions for small pipelines and single shipper pipelines should 
remain 

Jemena considers that the Part 23 arrangements should retain exemptions for small pipelines and 
single shipper pipelines. A cost benefit lens is the appropriate basis for considering whether exemptions 
to the Part 23 arrangements should be retained or removed. 

The RIS raises options that the exemptions to the Part 23 arrangements could be either: 

 removed in their entirety; or  

 narrowed in scope. 

The purpose of exemptions to the Part 23 arrangements is characterised as follows:48 

These exemptions were introduced because the costs of requiring service providers of 
single shipper and small pipelines to comply with the public information disclosure 
requirements were expected to outweigh the benefits 

Jemena agrees that a cost-benefit lens is the appropriate basis for considering whether exemptions to 
the Part 23 arrangements should be offered.  

Jemena considers that, at present, there is insufficient evidence to support a view that the availability 
of exemptions to the Part 23 arrangements should be reduced. Indeed, the RIS references Oakley 
Greenwood’s gas shippers survey, providing evidence to suggest that:49  

Most respondents [20 out of 21] thought the exemption criteria were reasonable, although 
one suggested the single shipper and small pipeline exemptions be removed. 

This limited expression of concern indicates strong support for the current regime, and so suggests that 
no further adjustments to exemptions under Part 23 are warranted.  

The RIS contemplates changes to these exemptions if they have resulted in shippers being hindered 
from seeking access to pipelines. Given the minor complaints about exemptions under Part 23, it does 
not appear as though this is the case. Furthermore, considering the potential cost of regulatory change, 
Jemena expects that there would have to be significant, well-researched support for regulatory change. 

In the case that further concerns are raised which promote consideration of adjustments to exemptions 
under Part 23, Jemena considers that the decision RIS must ensure that any consideration of whether 
exemptions will change will reflect not just benefits to shippers (if these exist) but also the costs imposed 
on Service Providers and impact on society of more onerous regulatory requirements. 
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October 2019, p 96.  
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6. Governance arrangements  

The RIS flags that the NCC may not be the appropriate body to make decisions on greenfield 
exemptions and the scope and form of regulation. In support of this, it states that the NCC:50 

…has a more limited set of functions than it did in the past, may not have the scale of 
activities that enables it to acquire and retain the expertise and experience it would require 
to carry out this function. 

It also raises concerns with the duplication of effort involved with review from both the NCC and the 
minister, and its lack of information-gathering powers.51 

The RIS cites the ACCC and the AER/ERA as alternative decision-makers to the NCC, whilst noting 
that concerns exist for each since:52 

 while the ACCC currently has good gas market experience, it may not retain this once its gas 
inquiry ceases in 2025; and 

 the AER/ERA do not currently have competition related expertise and may be perceived to 
have a conflict of interest since they would also be the regulator. 

Jemena considers that no case has been made to replace the NCC as the decision-making body for 
coverage and form of regulation decisions since: 

 the alternative decision-makers proposed in the RIS operate in conflicting roles and could not 
effectively replace the NCC in its independent role; and 

 the NCC, ACCC and AER all draw from the same or similar pool of staff so there is little basis 
upon which to conclude that any of these organisations are uniquely able to bring greater 
expertise and experience to the role. 

The remainder of this section sets out these views in greater detail. 

6.1 There should be a separation of roles 

Jemena considers that there is considerable benefit in maintaining separate roles between the 
responsibility for regulating gas pipelines services and the responsibility for advising on the scope of 
that regulation. The Productivity Commission has previously emphasised this value in relation to 
decision-making under the national access regime:53 

…the Commission recognises that decision making as part of the Regime requires 
considerable judgment. This alone might reasonably be seen as justification for retaining 
an independent organisation to conduct analysis and provide advice to the Minister. In 
addition, the ‘at large’ nature of the Regime and its application to infrastructure of national 
significance create a need for particular caution in guarding against any potential for 
unwarranted extension of the scope of the Regime. By separating the advisory functions 

                                                                 

50 COAG Energy Council, Options to improve gas pipeline regulation | COAG regulation impact statement for consultation, 
October 2019, p 63. 

51 COAG Energy Council, Options to improve gas pipeline regulation: COAG Regulation Impact Statement for consultation, 
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52 COAG Energy Council, Options to improve gas pipeline regulation: COAG Regulation Impact Statement for consultation, 
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of the NCC and the regulatory functions of the ACCC, legislators have sought to provide 
an important safeguard. 

The Productivity Commission noted that apprehensions by stakeholders about the independence of 
decision-making could increase perceptions of regulatory risk and have an adverse impact on 
investment.54 

Such separation of roles is often considered a feature of good design in the Australian regulatory 
landscape. In electricity, there is a separation of roles between: 

 the AEMC, which is an independent statutory body with responsibility for making and amending 
rules for the NEM; and 

 the AER, which is the economic regulatory for electricity markets in the NEM and enforces the 
rules established by the AEMC. 

Neither the AER/ERA nor the ACCC would make suitable choices for making decisions on the scope 
or form of regulation. 

The AER/ERA are tasked with regulating gas pipelines and might therefore be perceived as having an 
organisational preference to increase the scope of regulation. Further, Jemena explains at section 3.4 
above that it supports a role for the AER/ERA to monitor pipelines’ information disclosures. Jemena 
considers that this role is not compatible with also being the decision-maker for the form of regulation. 

The ACCC does not currently have a role in energy regulation and should not be provided one as a 
result of this RIS. Further, the ACCC has consistently maintained its view for the imposition of more 
onerous regulation to the gas transmission sector in recent years. This history provides Jemena little 
confidence that the ACCC would be able to bring an impartial mind to the exercise of any decision-
making powers it might be given in relation to the scope or form of regulation.  

While the NCC has sought its secretariat services from the ACCC since 2014 to deal with matters as 
they arise, drawing on resources as necessary, it maintains an independent membership. The NCC 
describes this as a more ‘efficient and sustainable’ approach compared to maintaining a permanent 
secretariat to respond to a sporadic workload.55 

Despite this arrangement, the NCC appears to be maintaining an independent function under these 
arrangements. Demonstrating the tensions to which the exercise of such independence gives rise, the 
ACCC has very publicly raised concerns with the NCC’s draft recommendation in relation to whether 
the Port of Newcastle should be subject to access regulation.56 

6.2 The NCC has access to sufficient scale, expertise and experience  

Jemena considers that there is little reason to expect that the NCC would be less able to service the 
workload involved in gas regulatory decision-making than the AER/ERA or the ACCC, either by 
reference to its scale, expertise or experience. 

These statements appear to undervalue the body of work that has been performed by the NCC, both in 
coverage and access, since it was established, and its continuing role in other sectors. The NCC has a 
demonstrated track record of dealing with applications for access and coverage. By way of example:57 

                                                                 

54 Productivity Commission, National access regime | Productivity Commission inquiry report, 25 October 2013, p 290. 
55 NCC, National Competition Council – change of approach to provision of secretariat services, available online at 

http://ncc.gov.au/images/uploads/NCCSecretariatServices-001.pdf, accessed 4 December 2019. 
56 ACCC media release, ACCC concerned by NCC’s draft recommendation on Port of Newcastle, 19 December 2018. 
57 NCC, Past applications register, http://ncc.gov.au/applications-past/past_applications, accessed 19 November 2019. 
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 from 1999 to 2014, the NCC recommended the coverage of 11 pipelines and the revocation of 
coverage for 24 pipelines; 

 from 2008 to 2018, the NCC determined that light regulation was the most appropriate form of 
regulation for five pipelines; and 

 since 1996, the NCC has made recommendations to the minister on 27 declaration matters. 

Both the NCC and the AER draw from ACCC staff to undertake their functions. It is therefore inaccurate 
to say that the NCC does not have scale, expertise or experience to carry out the assessments as to 
the form of regulation that should apply to gas pipelines, as compared to the ACCC or AER. In fact, 
given these staffing arrangements it seems likely that each of these three organisations, if tasked with 
these functions, would draw on staff members with similar expertise. 

Jemena considers that the NCC remains the appropriate body to undertake recommendations in 
relation to coverage and form of regulation. 

6.3 There are benefits from a more deliberative process 

Jemena considers that there are important benefits from the two-step process applied under the 
coverage test, in which the NCC makes a recommendation and the minister makes a determination.  

The two-step process for considering applications for coverage, or revocation of coverage, reflects the 
seriousness of the decision to over-ride property rights and compel the provision of third-party access, 
as well as the nature of the public interest questions that arise. For example, the Hilmer Review stated:58 

As the decision to provide a right of access rests on an evaluation of important public 
interest considerations, the ultimate decision on this issue should be one for Government, 
rather than a court, tribunal or other unelected body.   

The concerns raised in the RIS that this process may give rise to a significant duplication of roles as 
between the NCC and the minister has not been made out. The minister acts on the recommendation 
of the NCC, and there is no requirement for the minister to run a further consultation process in relation 
to his or her decision. To the extent that this does give rise to additional costs, these may be offset by 
the benefits that greater scrutiny would be expected to provide in the form of a more stable and durable 
regulatory regime.  

If the Energy Council nonetheless considers that the two-step process consumes too many resources, 
then the most direct approach to addressing this concern is to remove the second step and allow the 
NCC to make determinations – as already occurs for form of regulation decisions or in cases in which 
the minister does not make a determination within the statutory timeframe. This concern does not 
provide a basis for changing the decision-maker. 

6.4 COAG could provide the NCC information gathering powers 

The RIS raises as a concern that the NCC does not have information gathering powers associated with 
its coverage, revocation of coverage and greenfield exemption decisions.59 

Jemena is unsure of the extent to which this is a reasonable concern. The NCC has been able to 
exercise its functions with respect to access and coverage in the past with its present powers. However, 
to the extent that this substantially affects the ability of the NCC to effectively undertake the role of 
recommending the scope or form of regulation that would apply to a pipeline, this could be addressed 

                                                                 
58 Hilmer, F. National competition policy review, 25 August 1993, p 250. 

59 COAG Energy Council, Options to improve gas pipeline regulation: COAG Regulation Impact Statement for consultation, 
October 2019, p 57. 
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directly by the Energy Council granting such powers for this purpose, rather than changing the decision-
maker. 
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7. Changes to the Part 23 arrangements 

The Part 23 arrangements have been in place for just over two years, having commenced on 1 August 
2017. Despite this relatively brief experience, there is emerging evidence that it is delivering good 
outcomes for shippers. The ACCC’s recent review of the arrangements found that:60 

 the arbitration for the Tasmanian Gas Pipeline had resulted in a significant reduction in the 
prices that shippers pay for forward haul services; and 

 while other disputes have not gone to arbitration, shippers have been able to use the threat of 
arbitration to secure better terms and conditions than they would otherwise have expected. 

Despite these outcomes, the ACCC also highlighted concerns with elements of the Part 23 
arrangements that it considered require strengthening. In particular, it claimed to have identified 
‘significant problems’ with information disclosed by pipelines operators, including errors and inflated 
measures. Further, the ACCC cited concerns with the access request process and the use of 
preliminary enquiries enabling the avoidance of the Part 23 framework. 

Jemena considers that it is appropriate that the Part 23 arrangements be assessed with a view to fine-
tuning areas which experience has demonstrated require improvement. However, it is important to 
recognise that the Part 23 arrangements are in their infancy. There has been only one full financial year 
information disclosure (with Jemena’s only published on 1 April 2019 as required – others with different 
financial years would have different timing and the ACCC only publishing its findings on 22 August 
2019) and one arbitration under the arrangements. The Energy Council makes a similar observation 
when referencing changes to pricing principles:61 

…when coupled with the fact that the principles have only been in place for two years, 
makes it difficult to determine whether there is a problem with the Part 23 pricing principles 
and, if so, how significant this problem is and what the consequences might be. No 
changes to the pricing principles are therefore being contemplated as part of this 
Consultation RIS.  

This is an important consideration. Changes to the Part 23 arrangements should only be contemplated 
at this early stage where it can be clearly established that the arrangements are not working as intended 
and that this will not change as the reform continues to ‘bed down’ with further interactions and, in the 
context of the ACCC’s report, further discussion with the ACCC, the AER and shippers to better align 
expectations.  

Put another way, there is a clear distinction between: 

 making changes to aspects of the Part 23 arrangements that, through experience, have been 
shown not to be working as intended; as compared to  

 making changes to aspects of the Part 23 arrangements to address issues that are yet to arise. 

While the first category of changes allows the prospect of immediate benefits to offset the cost of reform, 
benefits are less apparent in respect of changes in the latter category. For example, although the RIS 
cites concerns about dynamic market power, no evidence is supplied that establishes that these 
concerns are of material and of practical relevance to the Australian context. Further, there is merit to 
minimising changes to legislation and regulation, such as: 
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 promotion of a suitable and stable environment for investors, which mitigates the potential to 
discourage investment and, consequently, reduces the likelihood that socially beneficial 
pipelines are not built;  

 reduction of costs faced by regulated firms in changing processes to comply with regulation; 
and 

 reduction of government expenditure on changing regulation.  

It is important to compare the costs of changing regulation, including those that are raised above, 
against the benefits. Indeed, Jemena expects such analysis, as well as a quantitative analysis of the 
costs and benefits of changes, to be captured within the decision RIS. Noting that the quantification of 
benefits and costs is a transparent way to determine which option yields the greatest benefit to the 
community, which is important given the purpose of the RIS: 

The purpose of the Consultation RIS is to facilitate consultation on the problem, the policy 
options for addressing the problem and the costs and benefits that are likely to be 
associated with each option.  

The purpose of a Decision RIS, on the other hand, is to identify the option that yields the 
greatest net benefit for the community (having regard to the results of the regulatory impact 
assessment and the consultation process) and to set out how the identified option will be 
implemented, monitored and reviewed. 

Further, undertaking such an analysis is in line with a best practice approach to regulatory impact 
assessments:62 

[Cost-benefit analysis] requires that all the major costs and benefits of a proposal be 
quantified in monetary terms. In this way, the outcomes of a range of options are translated 
into comparable terms in order to facilitate evaluation and decision-making.  

In addition, Jemena considers that the Energy Council should be careful so as to maintain a clear 
distinction between the status of gas pipelines subject to the Part 23 arrangements and those that are 
subject to full regulation. 

Some of the prospective changes to Part 23 would bring these arrangements more closely into line with 
heavier forms of regulation, compelling Service Providers to determine prices in line with a particular 
measure of costs determined by a regulator. Jemena considers that this should not be a feature of the 
Part 23 arrangements and it is inconsistent with Dr Vertigan’s vision for a commercially-oriented 
arbitration mechanism.63  

7.1 Changes to information disclosure requirements 

In the RIS, concerns are raised that information disclosure may be providing shippers with incomplete, 
inaccurate and/or asymmetric information that could hinder their ability to negotiate effectively with 
Service Providers and result in inefficient decisions being made.64 

Specific concerns raised in relation to the Part 23 arrangements include:65 

                                                                 
62 COAG, Best practice regulation | A guide for ministerial councils and national standard setting bodies, October 2007, p 12. 

63 The separation of the Part 23 arrangements from formal price regulation was a deliberate step recommended by Dr 
Vertigan. 

64 COAG Energy Council, Options to improve gas pipeline regulation: COAG Regulation Impact Statement for consultation, 
October 2019, p 92.  

65 COAG Energy Council, Options to improve gas pipeline regulation: COAG Regulation Impact Statement for consultation, 
October 2019, p 92. 
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…the deficiencies in the information that shippers are expected to use to assess the 
reasonableness of prices offered by service providers (i.e. the description of the 
methodologies used to calculate standing prices, the weighted average prices paid by 
shippers for services and historic financial information);  

the quality and reliability of some of the information that must be disclosed by service 
providers and the access information standard, which may be setting too low a standard 
for the reported information;  

the accessibility of the information reported by service providers and the ease with which 
it can be used by shippers; and  

the exemptions that are available from the obligation to publish basic information, such as 
standing prices and standard terms and conditions. 

Jemena agrees that such concerns warrant an examination of the appropriateness of current 
information disclosure requirements. However, Jemena considers that there is little benefit to 
substantial changes to information disclosure requirements where concerns are raised about 
compliance with those requirements. Rather, the focus should be on ensuring a move towards ‘best 
practice’ across all pipeline in terms of information disclosure, such as through benchmarking against 
those who have complied to the standards expected. In particular, Jemena urges the Energy Council 
to take into account that: 

 the Part 23 information disclosure obligations are new and it may take some time until clear 
and consistent expectations about how they are to be implemented are developed across the 
industry; and 

 initiatives launched by the industry (including the Energy Charter Better Together initiative) may 
be more effective and less costly than regulation at ensuring that pipelines are complying with 
a uniform set of reporting standards. 

Jemena notes that several of the changes to the information disclosure requirements would have the 
effect of making the Part 23 arrangements more similar to a regulatory price-setting regime. The 
objective of information disclosure under Part 23 was to facilitate negotiations and rebalance bargaining 
power between shippers and Service Providers. Part 23 is not a cost-based form of regulation and 
policy makers should be careful to not make changes that result in Part 23 pipelines being exposed to 
cost-based or heavy-handed forms of regulation without due process.  

7.1.1 Weighted average price 

The RIS notes that there have been problems with reported weighted average prices (WAPs) because 
some pipelines included imbalance and overrun payments in these charges. Jemena has not engaged 
in these practices and considers there are no such issues with the information it currently discloses.   

Jemena considers that WAPs, if prepared properly, allow useful comparisons with standard tariffs and 
should be sufficient to provide the customer with pricing information to inform their negotiation strategy. 
Disclosing actual prices or even lowest and highest prices for specific services (as the ACCC is currently 
doing) abstracts from information that is relevant to the conditions and commercial arrangements under 
which the prices were agreed – such as volume; term; location of receipt and delivery points, whether 
they are under foundation or expansion contracts; total contract expenditure; market conditions; and 
capacity. This is likely to create unrealistic expectations, delay negotiations and add to costs. 

To the extent that further disclosure is proposed, Jemena considers that no more than the disclosure 
of upper and lower bound prices should be considered. Jemena also expects that there is unlikely to 
be any appetite amongst shippers to disclose individual prices and terms, and Jemena would not 
support this move because it would have material consequences for its ability to offer different prices in 
different circumstances.  
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For example, when there is excess capacity on a pipeline and uncertainty in the market a Service 
Provider may be prepared to offer once off discounts to secure a contract and lock in revenue, with the 
expectation that future contracts would not be on a discounted basis. Similarly, a Service Provider may 
discount factoring in the extent to which a shipper can sustain the relevant tariff, with a view to 
supporting the long term viability of that shipper as a customer. 

7.1.2 Information deficiencies  

The RIS cites suggestions by the ACCC that pipelines should be required to publish the inputs used to 
calculate standing offer prices. 

Jemena considers that this proposal conceives of the Part 23 arrangements as process in which prices 
are always deterministically calculated from costs. This is not how a firm operating in a workably 
competitive market determines prices. The published pricing methodologies are illustrative of this. 

This proposal would result in a substantial change in the nature of the Part 23 arrangements, from one 
that provides information for the purpose of negotiation to one that determines prices on the basis of 
that information. Indeed, the arrangements were established to facilitate efficient commercial solutions 
while avoiding unnecessary regulatory burden, addressing concerns raised about information 
asymmetry and an imbalance of bargaining power between the parties in negotiations.66 

7.1.3 Financial disclosures 

The RIS considers issues raised regarding ‘deficiencies’ in the quality of the financial information that 
shippers are expected to use to assess the reasonableness of prices offered by Service Providers. 
Jemena supports improvements that ensure that Service Providers meet best practice benchmarks in 
providing financial information.  

However, it is important that changes focus on solving the problem, which is the poor quality of 
information provided. Jemena considers that Service Providers should consider resubmitting 
information that has been shown to be flawed. 

These issues do not require extensive changes to the information that is required to be disclosed. 
Jemena undertook an extensive and costly process in order to ensure that the financial information it 
disclosed under Part 23 was accurate and reliable, and few concerns have been raised about the 
information that Jemena has provided. As such, the focus should be on best practice application of 
regulation rather than more regulation or regulatory change.  

Jemena is particularly concerned with assertions by the ACCC that Service Providers have overstated 
the cost of capital and that they should be afforded less discretion in making disclosures. Jemena 
considers that information disclosures should continue to be a matter that is best regulated by 
transparent disclosures, with Service Providers clearly setting out the basis of the information that is 
provided. Proposals to require a particular cost of capital for the purpose of such disclosures threaten 
to remove the distinction between the commercial arrangements under Part 23 and the regulatory 
arrangements for fully covered pipelines. 

From Jemena’s perspective, this is especially concerning considering Jemena’s efforts to comply with 
the requirements under the Part 23 arrangements. Jemena followed information guidelines prepared 
by the AER and had these processes audited, all in good faith. If differences do indeed arise, these 
may reflect:  

 different and unstated assumptions made by the ACCC as to the basis for how information 
disclosures should be made; or  
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 the assumption that regulatory returns are appropriate, ignoring the appropriate returns for 
commercial risk. 

7.2 Negotiation frameworks and dispute resolution mechanism 

The RIS raises a number of concerns about the effectiveness of the negotiation framework and dispute 
resolution mechanism under the Part 23 arrangements, including:67 

the credibility of the threat of arbitration may not be as strong for smaller shippers as it is 
for other shippers, which may make them more susceptible to exercises of market power 
by service providers; and  

the dispute resolution mechanism applying under full and light regulation may not be as 
credible as it could and may not therefore be posing a constraint on the behaviour of 
service providers in negotiations. 

This section sets out Jemena’s response to the options raised in the RIS to address these perceived 
issues. 

7.2.1 The preliminary enquiries process 

This RIS raises concerns that shippers’ access requests are often treated as ‘preliminary enquiries’ 
rather than as a formal notice of intention to move towards arbitration and proposes the removal of such 
enquires form the Part 23 arrangements.68 Referring to the ACCC’s analysis of this issue, the RIS notes 
that use of the preliminary inquiry process could undermine the Part 23 process, by allowing Service 
Providers to avoid some of the requirements in Part 23 regarding responses to access requests and 
negotiations (including response timeframes).69 The RIS also notes that use of preliminary enquiries 
could delay access to the arbitration mechanism, since if negotiations fail and a shipper wants to 
proceed to arbitration, it must first submit a formal access request and go through the access offer and 
negotiations steps. 

It should be noted that discussions and negotiations with shippers often occur outside of the formal Part 
23 processes, either in the form of ‘preliminary enquiries’, or where the shipper has simply chosen to 
negotiate informally without making a formal access request. This is one path that is currently open to 
shippers, and it is chosen frequently, for good reason. The formal Part 23 process imposes constraints 
and obligations on both Service Providers and shippers, including time constraints and obligations to 
provide information in particular ways. While in some cases a shipper may want to utilise this formal 
process, in many cases both parties will prefer the flexibility of informal commercial discussions to 
narrow issues, explore options and – potentially – reach agreement without the need for rule-based 
processes.  

Importantly, where a shipper has chosen to start with a preliminary enquiry, or has otherwise chosen to 
commence negotiations without a formal access request, it is open to the shipper to trigger the formal 
process at any time. Service providers cannot avoid the need to follow the Part 23 processes where the 
shipper elects to trigger these formal processes. The shipper will make this election having regard to 
the potential benefits of flexibility afforded by informal negotiations, as well as the potential cost of 
delaying access to the arbitration mechanism if negotiations remain outside the Part 23 processes. 

The ability for shippers to use ‘preliminary enquiries’ and informal negotiations does not represent a 
problem with the Part 23 arrangements, instead being a necessary feature of the arrangements. The 
                                                                 

67 COAG Energy Council, Options to improve gas pipeline regulation: COAG Regulation Impact Statement for consultation, 
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introduction of a scheme for binding arbitration never intended all negotiations to inevitably lead to 
arbitration, in fact it was designed to be a last resort. This would be a very expensive regulatory solution. 
Both Service Providers and shippers benefit from being able to negotiate outside a rule-based 
framework,  reflecting their business practices and requirements,  and without the threat of imminent 
arbitration and the uncertain outcomes that it might bring about. Jemena considers that providing 
shippers this option is a deliberate design feature of the Part 23 arrangements and that the 
arrangements would likely be unworkable without this feature, since negotiations would inevitably be 
rushed through an arbitrarily tight timetable to avoid the prospect of arbitration. 

Jemena considers that it is in the interests of all stakeholders – particularly shippers – for this flexibility 
and choice for shippers to remain. Provided that shippers always have the option of triggering the formal 
Part 23 processes if they wish to so, it can only be beneficial if they also have the option to make a 
preliminary enquiry or otherwise negotiate outside the formal processes. 

Jemena therefore strongly opposes any change to Part 23 that would restrict use of preliminary 
enquiries or negotiations outside of the formal processes. Forcing parties into the formal rule-based 
processes would reduce commercial flexibility, increase costs for all parties, and potentially subject to 
arbitration matters that could otherwise have been agreed in commercial negotiation between willing 
parties. 

7.2.2 Accessibility of arbitration for small shippers 

The RIS notes the ACCC’s findings that, while shippers are using the threat of arbitration in their 
negotiations, this threat may be less credible if it involves a small shipper and such shippers may pay 
more for gas pipelines services.70 To address this concern, the RIS puts forward options that include:71 

 changes to full regulation to prevent a Service Provider’s costs being awarded against a smaller 
shipper, or a small shipper paying more than half the costs of the dispute resolution body; and  

 changes to the Part 23 arrangements to provide for user groups to intervene in arbitral 
proceedings on behalf of small shippers or having disputes with small shippers being heard by 
the regulatory dispute resolution body, rather than a commercial arbitrator. 

Jemena considers that there is scope to make some provisions that would protect the interests of small 
shippers involved in potential arbitral proceedings. An appropriate step could be to introduce to the Part 
23 arrangements clearer guidelines on cost orders. For example, section 206 of the NGL sets out 
restrictions for cost orders in relation to access disputes under the law. Introducing similar arrangements 
to the Part 23 framework would give all shippers, including small shippers, greater certainty about the 
potential approach to costs arising from arbitration. For example, Jemena supports arrangements that 
provide, in the normal course of events, for small shippers to contribute no more than their own costs 
and half of the costs of arbitration. 

However, the design of any such arrangements must ensure that vexatious and wasteful use of 
arbitration procedures are discouraged. The options put forward in the RIS do not achieve this. Under 
the Part 23 arrangements, arbitral determinations are binding on pipeline operators but not on shippers. 
In these circumstances, it is important that arbitrators have the ability to award costs against any party 
that brings frivolous cases, to ensure that the mechanism is used appropriately.  

Further, the RIS options could benefit from consideration of the likelihood and magnitude of the benefits 
that would be achieved by promoting small shippers’ access to the arbitration mechanism. For instance, 
there is a reasonable prospect that small shippers can already expect to benefit from the arbitration 
mechanism under Part 23, even if it does not make financial sense for them to trigger an arbitration 
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themselves. By way of example, after TGP’s arbitration, it reduced its standing offer prices to those 
determined by the arbitration.  Further, small shippers can observe weighted average prices and 
reported price ranges, which allow them to assess whether they are paying prices which exceed those 
that are charged to large shippers.  

In addition to purchasing capacity from a pipeline, smaller shippers may have alternative options for 
acquiring capacity, including: 

 in secondary market trades from large shippers, such as retailers who tend to hold portfolios of 
capacity across pipelines. If small shippers can bargain effectively, they may be able to derive 
benefits from the Part 23 arrangements in line with those that accrue to large shippers; and 

 in the day-ahead auctions, from which they can acquire capacity, often at a very low or zero 
price. 

Jemena does not support proposals to allow third parties to intervene in bilateral negotiations or 
arbitrations, or to involve an economic regulator as the arbitrator under the Part 23 arrangements. These 
proposals would have the effect of reducing the distinction between the Part 23 arrangements and full 
regulation, reducing the benefits that are available from operating Part 23 as a lower cost form of 
regulation. These proposals incorrectly conceive of small shippers as being insignificant and 
unsophisticated businesses with limited financial means. To the contrary, most small shippers are 
usually large and sophisticated commercial businesses with significant resources at their disposal.  

Finally, Jemena notes that if the Energy Council wishes to implement a scheme that the limits the costs 
that small shippers face through arbitration, it will require a clear definition of what constitutes a ‘small 
shipper’. Jemena considers that this definition should be responsive to factors that influence a shipper’s 
ability to negotiate effectively or to invoke arbitration. Jemena understands that the principal concern 
that has been raised relates to small businesses, shipping small volumes of gas, who do not have 
significant financial resources or negotiating know-how. In considering the definition of a small shipper, 
the Energy Council should, at the very least, take into account both: 

 the volume of gas shipped and total value of the gas transmission contract; and 

 characteristics of the shipper and its parent company, such as asset value, annual turnover and 
whether it is a listed company to determine commercial acumen and resources available to 
proceed to arbitration. 

7.3 Changes to address dynamic market power  

The RIS raises the concern that Service Providers may be able to exercise market power dynamically 
to prevent efficient competition from developing and so entrench their static market power, by:72 

 inefficiently denying connections to other pipelines; and/or 

 subsidising expanded capacity so as to undermine the economic case for a competitor. 

The RIS provides no evidence that these concerns are a significant problem in the Australian gas sector. 
As a developer of pipelines, Jemena has successfully negotiated connections to other pipelines. 

Similarly, there is no evidence that subsidisation of expanded capacity, at the expense of existing 
shippers, is a problem that requires regulatory action. Quite the reverse, the evidence put forward by 
the ACCC was that some gas pipelines earned high returns on expanded capacity. The introduction of 
the Part 23 arrangements, and changes to the regulatory framework for covered pipelines to subject 
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expansions to regulation, were introduced to address market power in these types of circumstances. 
The RIS does not establish the rationale for the proposed reform.
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A1. COAG RIS response template  

A1.1 Chapter 5: Effectiveness of Part 23 

No. Question Response 

1 If you are a shipper that has 
negotiated with the operator of 
a non-scheme pipeline since 
August 2017, or a service 
provider of a non-scheme 
pipeline, how effective do you 
think Part 23 has been in terms 
of:  

(a) enabling shippers to 
make more informed 
decisions about whether 
to seek access and to 
assess the 
reasonableness of a 
service provider’s offer? 

(b) reducing the information 
asymmetries and 
imbalance in bargaining 
power that shippers can 
face in negotiations? 

(c) facilitating timely and 
effective commercial 
negotiations between 
shippers and service 
providers?  

(d) constraining the exercise 
of market power by 
service providers during 
negotiations by providing 
for a credible threat of 
intervention by an 
arbitrator? 

(e) enabling disputes that 
cannot be resolved 
through negotiations to 
be resolved in a cost-
effective and efficient 
manner? 

While it is important to recognise that the Part 23 information 
disclosure and arbitration scheme, and other recent gas 
market reforms, are very early in their life, the ACCC has 
acknowledged overall positive outcomes in the ACCC Report 
stating: 

“Recent market-based and regulatory changes are 
influencing pipeline operators’ contracting abilities, 
pricing strategies and the prices payable for 
transportation and pipeline storage services. Overall 
there are encouraging signs that recent reforms are 
leading to positive market changes”. 

Despite the positive progress overall, Jemena understands 
that the quality of information disclosure needs to be 
improved in some parts of the pipeline sector. Jemena takes 
its leadership role within industry very seriously and is 
committed to an industry led Energy Charter Better Together 
initiative process to lift the quality of information disclosure 
across the pipeline sector. 

 

(a) Extensive information about pipeline services including 
financial information is now published on Jemena’s website. 
We have not experienced shippers asking many questions 
relating to that information accordingly assume the level of 
information Jemena provides is sufficient to negotiate their 
required services. 

(b) As above – the ACCC Report states:  

“Since the introduction of Part 23, 126 GTAs have been 
negotiated or varied on major transmission pipelines in 
the East Coast Gas Market that are subject to Part 23, 
with just one negotiation proceeding to arbitration”  

(c) As open access pipelines that generate revenue through 
providing services on pipelines, it is in our direct interest to 
expedite negotiations and execution of contracts. In our 
experience the Part 23 access request process has not 
been required to improve timeliness, which is usually driven 
by the shipper’s timetable. However, all negotiations are 
now conducted in the knowledge of the threat of arbitration 
under Part 23, noting that Jemena considers it would not be 
a desirable process for either party.   

(d) Jemena considers that as all negotiations are now 
conducted in the knowledge of the threat of arbitration 
under Part 23, to the extent that there was any exercise of 
market power by Service Providers (if any), the fact that 
there has only been one arbitration do date is evidence that 
Part 23 is effective. 

(e) As there has only been one arbitration to date, that came 
before the unprecedented level of financial disclosure that is 
now available to shippers, it is difficult to determine how 
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No. Question Response 

cost-effective and efficient the arbitration process will be. 
However, given the opportunity it provides to shippers to 
challenge the price of services via a prescribed, time bound, 
independent commercial arbitration without being bound by 
the arbitrators decision (noting that the Service Provider is 
bound if the shipper wishes to proceed), Jemena considers 
that a speedy commercial arbitration under Part 23 would 
be appropriately cost effective and efficient for shippers. 

2 Do you agree with the 
observations and 
recommendations made by: 

(a) respondents to the OGW 
shipper survey (see 
section 5.1)? 

(b) the Brattle Group in its 
review of the financial 
information (see section 
5.2)?  

(c) the ACCC in its review of 
the operation of Part 23 
(see section 5.3)? 

If not, please explain why not. 

See section 1.2. 

(a) OGW Survey 

Information disclosure requirements in Part 23 

“The majority of respondents were generally satisfied with the 
information disclosure requirements and the user access guide. 
However, a reasonable number of respondents expressed some 
dissatisfaction with the:  

 standing terms and conditions, with a number of 
respondents noting that the information published by 
service providers does not allow them to understand how 
that published pricing methodology has been used to 
generate the standing price.” 

Jemena is pleased that the majority of respondents were generally 
satisfied with the information disclosure requirements and user 
access guide. In the context of those that were not, we note that we 
are unsure of which (if any) comments include references to 
Jemena’s disclosures. 

Jemena is unsure what specifically concerns those respondents 
about the standing terms and conditions. Gas transmission 
agreements (GTAs) are commercial (rather than retail) contracts 
relating to services that are generally only provided to major users of 
gas, such as retailers (sellers of gas) or large users (noting most 
large users are significant businesses that would be accustomed to 
reviewing detailed commercial contracts or have the resources to 
engage consultants to assist in reviewing the same if required).  

In relation to the pricing methodology, there may be an expectation 
gap. From Jemena’s perspective, we would be surprised if 
respondents would expect that the methodology would include a 
mathematical formula as it is not a cost based build up, and when 
determining a commercial price, we may factor in many variables 
including market conditions.   

 service usage information - with some respondents 
suggesting that the information be available on a daily 
rather than monthly basis 

Jemena queries the purpose and benefit publishing this information 
on the Service Providers website daily which would come at 
significant additional administrative and cost burden, when daily flow 
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information is available on the Bulletin Board and Auction Quantity 
Limits are provided to AEMO in relation to the Day Ahead Auction. 

To the extent that there is uncontracted capacity on any of our 
pipelines Jemena encourages any potential shipper to contact us to 
determine whether we can meet their specific needs. 

 service availability information,  with some respondents 
suggesting the outlook period should be longer than 36 
months. 

Given the short term nature of contracting in the current market, 
providing any more that 36 months is unreliable and could be 
misleading as the contracting profile is likely to change materially in 
that time. Similarly, the technical capability of a pipeline may change 
in the longer term due to planned or unexpected events. Additionally, 
Jemena considers that 36 months is more than sufficient time for a 
shipper to negotiate a long lead GTA. 

In respect of interruptions to capacity, maintenance planning is not 
reliable for periods longer than 36 months and in fact changes 
regularly during the period.  

 price information, price information, with one respondent 
suggesting that there be full disclosure of the prices paid 
under each contract, while another suggested that 
information on the range of prices paid by shippers on the 
pipeline would be useful. 

See section 7.1.1.  

Jemena is pleased that all but 2 respondents were satisfied with the 
level of pricing disclosure.  

Jemena is concerned and expects most customers will be concerned 
with disclosure of actual prices for such services. Additionally, 
disclosure of actual prices, or even highest and lowest prices paid, 
may be misleading without the full contract terms and context of the 
transaction (which should remain confidential). 

Jemena offers standing prices for services on standard terms in 
accordance with pricing methodologies published on our website. 
However, there are vast differences between specific services. 
Accordingly, you could expect different prices to reflect the bespoke 
negotiated terms and market conditions at that time. This is 
consistent with a workably competitive market. 

Shippers are sophisticated businesses and negotiators that are now 
provided with unprecedented levels information in addition to the 
Weighted Average Prices to inform their negotiation strategies. 

Setting false expectations on price will inevitably complicate and 
delay transaction – impeding the delivery of cost effective gas to the 
east coast.  Arbitration is a always available to a dissatisfied shipper. 

 financial information, with a number of respondents 
expressing concerns about the lack of transparency 
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surrounding some information (e.g. how the return on 
capital was calculated for the recovered capital value (RCV) 
estimates and, in particular, the rate of return assumed) and 
the volume of information. 
 

Jemena considers that an industry led Energy Charter Better 
Together initiative process is best suited to address financial 
information disclosure improvements. 

 The Brattle Report states that the: 

“AER should consider amending its Guideline and/or financial 
reporting template to require greater transparency by, for 
example requiring service providers to publish: 

 how the pipeline’s return on capital has been calculated 
and the rate of return assumed in each year (including all 
the parameters underpinning the calculation of the rate of 
return) 

Jemena notes that most of this is already included in its Basis of 
Preparation (BoP).   

 how net tax liabilities have been calculated 

 Jemena notes that this is already included in its BoP.  

 the total shared operating expenditure and shared assets 
incurred by the service provider’s parent company and 
how these costs have been allocated across all the 
assets owned and/or operated by the parent company.” 

Jemena notes that this is already required by the template. Jemena 
includes an explanation of “how” in its BoP – the  BoP is completed to 
the same rigour and level of detail (and is audited) as our other 
regulated distribution networks.  

Jemena considers that the guidelines do not require change and 
shippers can take comfort from the fact that the financial information 
is audited. Additionally, Service Providers intend addressing any 
concerns with the usability of the information disclosed through the 
industry led Energy Charter Better Together initiative process..  

 ease with which the information can be used, with a number 
of respondents noting that it was either difficult or very 
difficult to understand the information and that prospective 
shippers would have to undertake extensive modelling and 
analysis to use the information.  

Jemena recognises that there is a lot of information for shippers to 
consider and could support an additional summary tab being included 
in the template. Companies financial statements are by their nature 
detailed and complex. Jemena has prepared a detailed BoP for each 
pipeline (of up to 80 pages) to assist shippers to understand how the 
financial information was prepared, based on the prescribed 
guidelines and template provided by the AER.   
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As indicated above, the BoP is completed with the same rigour and 
level of detail (and is audited) as our other regulated distribution 
networks.  

 accessibility of information, with some respondents noting 
that service providers present information in different ways 
and in different locations, which can make it difficult to 
access. Some respondents also noted the potential for 
information to be removed or changed by a service provider 
during negotiations. It was therefore suggested that the 
information be reported in a centralised and independent 
location (e.g. the AER’s website or the Bulletin Board). 

Jemena includes all of its information and relevant links on one page 
being the first page for each pipeline (two clicks). However we would 
be interested to understand what else shippers would like. Given that 
information is required to be up to date it is expected that it may 
require change from time to time. Jemena is keen to develop a 
solution via the industry led Energy Charter Better Together initiative 
process. 

 Some respondents also expressed concerns with how the 
financial information gets translated into a tangible 
outcome (via the arbitration process), while others noted 
that a shippers’ ability to undertake any analysis was 
limited by their internal resources. These respondents 
noted that anything that could be done to assist in this 
regard would make the framework more accessible, 
particularly for smaller shippers. 

Jemena understands that sourcing gas supply and transmission 
directly is of itself a complicated exercise requiring suitable skills. 
Shippers could potentially engage consultants to assist if they do not 
have the internal resources. 

Negotiation framework in Part 23 

 Preliminary vs formal access request; Negotiations Use; 
of arbitration; Arbitration  process; Pricing  principles; 
Publication of outcome 

Most respondents that had negotiated access to a non-scheme 
pipeline noted that they had done so outside the formal Part 23 
arrangements through a preliminary enquiry, but stated that 
having the fall-back position of being able to negotiate under 
Part 23 assisted them in their informal negotiations. One 
respondent did, however, raise some concerns with the use of 
preliminary enquiries because in its case “the service provider 
required all terms and conditions to be agreed before they 
made an access offer, so negotiations did not occur within the 
access offer framework”.  

In relation to preliminary enquiries please refer to section 7.2.1. 

It should be noted that as the Service Provider is required to make a 
binding offer capable of acceptance with the prescribed timeframe, all 
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terms and condition must of necessity be agreed. Accordingly, it will 
require both parties to adhere to strict timeframes. 

   Negotiations 

Most respondents were satisfied with: (a) the requirement for 
parties to negotiate and exchange information in good faith; (b) 
the information to be provided by a service provider on request 
from a shipper; and (c) the timeframes for the provision of 
information by service providers. 

Arbitration mechanism in Part 23 

 Use of Arbitration 

Of the 19 respondents that had negotiated or were negotiating 
with a non-scheme pipeline service provider, 47% had reached 
a mutually acceptable conclusion so did not proceed to 
arbitration, 11% didn’t progress to arbitration  because they 
were concerned about the cost, 5% were unsure why they 
didn’t proceed to arbitration and the  remainder were either still 
in negotiations or were considering arbitration. One respondent 
that was considering arbitration and had engaged lawyers to 
prepare for arbitration noted they were not confident they 
would get a reasonable outcome so were continuing to pursue 
commercial negotiations.  

Based on the above observations it would seem that the arbitration 
framework is being considered as intended and delivering 
commercial outcomes. 

 Arbitration process 

Respondents were generally supportive of the arbitration 
process, with a number noting it was critical to the success of 
framework. The majority of respondents also noted they were 
comfortable with the timeframes (i.e. 50-90 business days). 

 

 Pricing principles 

Respondents were supportive of the workably competitive 
market objective that underpins Part 23 and the pricing 
principles. However, only slightly more respondents than not 
were satisfied the pricing principles provided them with 
sufficient guidance as to what the arbitrator would hand down. 
When asked how they could be improved, some respondents 
suggested that the principles were too regulatory in nature and 
should be more commercially focused. Concerns were also 
raised about the asset valuation principles, with some 
respondents noting that more prescription should be provided 
because there was too much uncertainty under the current 
principles. Some also suggested more guidance was required 
on the rate of return and the treatment of shared costs and that 
the pricing principles should be amended to make it clear that 
service providers should not recover more than the cost of 
providing the service. 
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See section 7. 

Jemena agrees with those respondents that consider the principles 
should be commercially focused. Jemena considers that any move to 
make the principles more prescriptive and regulatory focused as 
suggested in some parts of the RIS  and associated reports would 
undermine the whole framework and effectively fully regulate non-
scheme pipelines that have not satisfied any coverage test or form of 
regulation test.   

 Publication of outcome 

A number of respondents noted that there would be benefit in 
key elements of the arbitrator’s decision being published, 
including how the tariff was calculated and the information the 
arbitrator had regard to, so that other shippers could leverage 
off those outcomes. 

Jemena does not agree that the decisions should be published as 
suggested. The disputes are bilateral and reflect bespoke 
arrangements.  Part 23 pipelines are not fully regulated or price 
regulated.  The purpose of the framework is to balance bargaining 
positions with more information disclosure and a threat of commercial 
arbitration. The pricing principles are designed to inform the parties of 
factors the arbitrator must take into account in the event that a 
reasonable commercial outcome cannot be reached. They are not a 
“model” in which if you populate figures and it produces “the right 
price” and should not be determinative of a price. If a commercial 
agreement can not be reached the arbitrator determines the price in 
the context of the specific situation taking into account the pricing 
principles.  

          Exemptions under Part 23 

Most respondents thought the exemption criteria were 
reasonable, although one suggested the single shipper and 
small pipeline exemptions be removed.  

Jemena considers that the exemptions are appropriates and should 
be expanded to greenfield pipelines. See section 5. 

As Table 5.5 shows, respondents were generally satisfied with 
most elements of Part 23, with those respondents that had 
negotiated access to a pipeline that was subject to Part 23 
being satisfied:  

 with the terms and conditions they had been able to 
negotiate and the ability of Part 23 to accommodate 
their specific requirements; and  

 that the design of the arbitration process would result 
in fair and reasonable outcomes.  

Some respondents also noted that the introduction of Part 23 
had provided service providers an incentive to behave more 
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commercially, as reflected in the following statement by one 
respondent: 

“In the absence of Part 23 there is little recourse 
available to contain monopoly power of the pipeline. 
Formal use of Part 23 is only required when there is a 
bonafide disagreement on some matters or the pipeline 
is not cooperating in providing reasonable access. 
Availability of Part 23 has incentivised the pipelines to 
behave commercially.” 

While respondents were generally satisfied with Part 23, their 
responses do suggest that negotiating access under Part 23 is 
considered more costly than it is under full regulation. 
Respondents also suggest that a number of improvements be 
made to:  

 the information disclosure requirements to make the 
information more accessible, usable and to address some 
of the      perceived deficiencies with the information; and  

 the arbitration principles to provide the arbitrator with 
more guidance on how the asset value, rate of return and 
shared costs should be calculated.  

Jemena is pleased that respondents are generally satisfied with most 
elements of Part 23 and the conditions they were able to negotiate, 
particularly at such an early stage. Given that negotiating access 
under Part 23 is a precursor to arbitration it is expected that some 
costs will be incurred in the negotiation process.  

Under full regulation there are significant costs imposed on both the 
regulated entity and the regulator in setting reference tariffs. These 
costs are borne by users in the end but the typically remain hidden in 
the regulatory process. Therefore, such a comparison is not evidence 
of lower costs under a regulated framework. 

Commercial negotiations are effected at significantly lower cost. 

(b) Brattle Group 

Jemena considers that an industry led Energy Charter Better 
Together initiative process is best suited to address financial 
information disclosure improvements including considering the 
Brattle Group recommendations. 

Observations 

Jemena highlights that the Part 23 Financial statement templates 
have been prepared in accordance with the AER guidelines. The 
items being raised as “observations” within the Brattle Report do not 
necessarily imply that the disclosures are incorrect. Further, 
inconsistency with other pipelines does not imply that Jemena’s 
disclosures are incorrect.  

Jemena can explain its disclosures further to facilitate understanding 
and usability of template information. Each pipeline will have its own 
separate circumstance from other pipelines resulting in different 
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information being reported, e.g. constructed versus acquired 
pipelines, historic profitability profile, working capital structure etc.  

Below Jemena comments on some of the Brattle report observations 
that do not provide a holistic explanation which may be 
misinterpreted as an incorrect disclosure.  

BoP Structure 

Brattle Report para 233: The BoP disclosed by service 
providers so far takes different formats, which makes it difficult 
to efficiently extract the relevant information. While the format 
adopted by Jemena appears more structured, it is more difficult 
to read and follow. Jemena reports a different BoP for each of 
its pipeline, and it is difficult to identify where the information 
reporting might be different across the different Jemena 
pipelines 

Jemena has populated the BoP Reference cells in each of the 
templates which aligns with the BoP Referencing. Jemena highlights 
that the level of detail included in its BoP which is ‘more difficult to 
read and follow’ is driven by the external audit requirements to 
comply with the AER guidelines. The table structured is consistent 
across each of the Jemena pipelines’ BoPs which should enable 
comparisons.  

Shared Cost % of Total Assets 

Brattle Report para 114: Shared assets typically make up a 
small portion of total assets (approximately 5% or less), except 
in the case of pipelines owned by Jemena. For Jemena 
pipelines, shared assets make up 20% to more than 60% of 
total assets. 

Brattle Report para 115: Shared assets for all Jemena 
pipelines comprise largely of “other assets”. According to 
Jemena’s BoP, “other assets” include accrued receivables and 
amounts due from related parties.135 In the case of Jemena’s 
Darling Downs Pipeline, shared assets also comprise a 
substantial amount of “deferred tax assets”. Shared costs and 
shared assets allocated to the pipeline are an aggregation of 
multiple activities across that group 

The AER template does not have a non-shared assets space to 
report the ‘Other Assets’ (e.g. Accrued receivables) which are part of 
each pipelines Total Assets. Jemena disclosures in the BoP (BoP 
Reference 3.1.b) highlight that these assets are direct assets. 
Therefore the shared asset % of Total Assets disclosed in Table 1 of 
the Brattle Report is not an accurate representation.  

Transitional Arrangements in AER Guidelines 

Brattle Report para 123: Jemena and SEA Gas do not report 
“Prior years’ accumulated depreciation” 

The AER guideline Transitional Arrangements specify that “there is 
also no requirement for a comparison to be carried out with a prior 
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year” (pg. 9), and therefore these amounts were not populated by 
Jemena in the templates. The observation highlighting Jemena’s non-
disclosure of ‘Prior years’ accumulated depreciation” incorrectly 
appears to suggests non-compliance.  

Timing differences amongst Service Providers in the reporting 
of the RCM 

Brattle Report para 130: Jemena might have only included six 
months of revenue, expenses and return on capital in their 
calculation for 2018. Table 11 contrasts the revenue, operating 
expenses and return on capital for 2018 to the average of 
those in 2015 to 2017 for Jemena’s pipelines. It appears that 
Jemena only reports revenue, operating expenses and return 
on capital for half a year in 2018. 

The observation implies that Jemena’s reporting is incomplete 
however, Jemena has populated the RCM on a calendar year basis 
and reported 6 months of data in the 2019 column which is in 
accordance with the AER Guidelines (pg. 9). Jemena has recorded 
12 months of data in the subsequent full year reporting for calendar 
year 2019.  

Shared cost and Shared asset allocations 

Brattle Report para 90: APA and Jemena do not disclose the 
calculations actually performed to implement these allocations 
(for example, the total amount of shared cost and the 
proportions of this total allocated to each pipeline is not 
disclosed). 

The shared Asset Allocation percentage is reported in the template. 
Jemena’s BoP discloses the source, method and assumptions 
applied (BoP Reference: 2.4.1.a - Shared Opex, 3.4.1.a - Shared 
Assets). Further the BoP discloses that the shared assets for each 
category is an aggregation of multiple items. 

 

 

 (c ) ACCC 

Jemena does not agree with many of the recommendations made by 
the ACCC in its review of the operation of Part 23, see section 7 and 
the remainder of the submission.   

3 Are there any changes that you 
think need to be made to Part 
23 to make it more effective or 
efficient in terms of achieving its 
stated objective (i.e. to facilitate 
access at prices and on other 
terms and conditions that, so far 
as practical, reflect the 

Jemena does not consider that any changes to Part 23 are necessary 
since it has already gone a long way to addressing concerns raised 
and should be given time to ‘bed-down’, see section 1.2.  
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outcomes of a workably 
competitive market)? 

 

A1.2 Chapter 6: Potential problems and objectives of action 

No. Question Response 

4 Do you agree with the problems 
that have been identified and 
what effect do you think they 
could have on shippers, service 
providers, the relevant 
regulator, consumers and/or 
other gas market participants?  

Stakeholders agree that the major problem to be solved is 
facilitating the development of new sources of gas supply for the 
domestic market. Jemena agrees that over-regulation of greenfield 
pipelines is an important problem identified in the RIS, which will 
likely give rise to inefficient underinvestment in new pipelines that 
are required to connect new sources to existing markets – see 
section 2. 

5 Are there any other problems 
that you think should be 
considered as part of the RIS 
(e.g. access to regional 
pipelines)? If so, please set out 
what they are, what effect you 
think they could have on 
shippers, service providers, the 
relevant regulator, consumers 
and/or other gas market 
participants, and how you think 
the problem should be 
addressed. 

No. Jemena considers that the RIS is already contemplating an 
extremely broad scope of reform. Further substantive changes 
without due process and consultation would not promote the stable 
and durable regulatory framework that is required to support new 
investments in the sector – see section 1.3. 

6 Are there any other objectives 
that you think the Energy 
Council should be pursuing? If 
so, please set out what they 
are. 

A RIS requires a cost-benefit assessment from society’s 
perspective. The Energy Council should consider this assessment 
framework in formulating the options that it considers.  

In particular, Jemena is concerned that the reform options that are 
proposed all contain element that are unlikely to pass a cost benefit 
assessment on their own merits but may be implemented because 
they are ‘bundled’ together with other reform options. 

The primary objective the Energy Council should be pursuing is 
facilitating more gas being available to the east coast gas market. In 
order to do so the Energy Council should be supporting investment 
in infrastructure.  A balanced and stable regulatory environment is 
key including for greenfield exemptions.  Recent work by the ACCC 
suggests that, in 2018, gas transmission charges constituted 
approximately 5 per cent of delivered gas prices for mass market 
customers and 9 per cent of delivered gas prices for commercial 
and industrial customers  (ACCC, Gas inquiry 2017-2020) - Interim 
report, July 2019, chart 4.3, p 96.). Given that transmission charges 
comprise a fraction of the total delivered cost of gas, the Energy 
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Council should ensure it also focuses on other parts of the supply 
chain.  

 

 

A1.3 Chapter 7: When a pipeline should be subject to regulation and how decisions should be made 

No. Question Response 

7 Do you think that the current 
threshold for regulation (i.e. all 
pipelines providing third party 
access are subject to regulation) is 
giving rise to over-regulation (see 
sections 7.2.1 and 7.3.1), or do you 
think the current threshold should 
be maintained?  

A. If you think it is giving rise to 
over-regulation:  

(a) How significant do you think 
this issue is and what are 
the consequences likely to 
be?  

(b) Do you think the risk of 
over-regulation should be 
addressed by:  

(i) including an 
exemption 
mechanism in the 
regulatory framework 
to enable pipelines 
that do not have 
substantial market 
power to obtain an 
exemption from 
regulation?  

(ii) limiting the application 
of regulation to those 
cases where it is 
established that the 
pipeline has 
substantial market 
power? 

(iii) another means? 

The current threshold for regulation likely means that many more 
gas pipelines are subject to some form of regulation than is 
necessary.  

The reality is that Part 23 is currently the default form of 
regulation for gas pipelines. Jemena does not consider that there 
are likely to be material benefits, at least in the near term, from 
further reforms that would unwind these arrangements – see 
section 4.3. 

In particular, Jemena considers that the appropriate home for a 
‘market power’ style test lies in determining the form of regulation 
that should apply to a pipeline – see section 4.1. 
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B. If you think that (i) or (ii) 
should be implemented, do 
you think the test for 
establishing whether a 
pipeline has substantial 
market power should be 
based on the combined 
market power-NGO test 
proposed by the ACCC (see 
Box 7.6)?  

(a) If so, do you think 
the onus of 
demonstrating this 
test is met (or not 
met) should sit with 
the decision-maker 
or the service 
provider? 

If not, please explain why and 
what test you think should be 
employed. 

8 
 

Do you think the application of Part 
23 to pipelines providing third party 
access that have obtained a 
greenfield exemption is distorting 
investment incentives for 
greenfield pipelines (see sections 
7.2.2 and 7.3.2), or do you think 
the current approach should be 
maintained?  

 

If you think it is distorting 
investment incentives: 

(a) How significant do you think 
this issue is and what are the 
consequences likely to be?  

(b) Do you think this issue should 
be addressed by: 

(i) providing these 
pipelines with a full 
exemption from 
regulation?  

(ii) providing these 
pipelines with an 
exemption from the 
Part 23 arbitration 
mechanism, but not 
from the disclosure 
and negotiation 

Jemena supports the availability of exemptions from regulation 
for greenfield pipelines. These remain an important tool for 
promoting efficient investment in new pipelines, the effect of 
which has been blunted since the introduction of the Part 23 
arrangements - see section 5. 

Jemena considers this to be a significant issue with material 
consequences. For example, it could lead to a pipeline being 
delayed, not proceeding at all or cause developers to ‘undersize’ 
pipelines – see in section 5.3. 

Jemena considers that greenfield pipelines should be provided 
exemptions from regulation including from Part 23 arrangements. 
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elements of Part 
23? 

another means? 

9 Why do you think: 

(a) the greenfield exemptions in the 
NGL have not been used by a 
greater number of service 
providers?  

(b) the CTP provisions in the NGR 
have not been used by a greater 
number of shippers or 
governments? 

Jemena considers that the relatively infrequent usage of no-
coverage determinations could be because, among other things, 
the process of obtaining exemption is time consuming and not 
confidential – making it difficult to use in the context of 
confidential negotiations and competitive tenders– see section 
5.4. 

Use of the CTP provisions results in a pipeline becoming 
covered and subject to full or light regulation. It is difficult to 
attract investment on a competitive basis on these terms. 
Additionally, in most cases such development projects are 
initiated by the customer (e.g. gas producer/seller) or for 
example, as in the case of the Northern Gas Pipeline, 
government. In such cases the regulatory process would only 
delay the project and is likely to be of no benefit to that customer. 
Similarly, confidentiality would be a concern. 

10 
 

Do you think the greenfield 
exemptions and CTP provisions 
should be retained in the 
regulatory framework, or do you 
think: 

(a) changes to the greenfield 
exemptions and/or CTP 
provisions are required? 

(b) the greenfield exemptions 
and/or CTP provisions should 
be replaced with another 
mechanism that would provide 
potential developers with greater 
certainty as to how new 
pipelines will be treated from a 
regulatory perspective, while 
also protecting potential users of 
these pipelines from exercises 
of market power? 

Jemena considers that greenfield exemptions should be retained 
and expanded to extend to Part 23 in the regulatory framework. 
It should also be made easier for pipeline operators to access 
(allowing for faster and confidential process) so as to better 
promote new investment – see section 5.4. 

11 
 

Do you think the current approach 
to seeking access to pipelines that 
are not providing third party access 
should be maintained (i.e. a 
decision must be made by the 
relevant Minister having regard to 
the NCC’s recommendations and 
the coverage test), or do you think 
it should be mandatory for all 

Jemena considers that the existing coverage test remains the 
appropriate basis upon whether to decide that a pipeline should 
be compelled to provide access to third parties – see section 4.1. 
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pipelines to offer third party access 
on a non-discriminatory basis, as it 
is in the US and Canada (see 
sections 7.2.3 and 7.3.3)?  

Please explain your response to this 
question and set out what you think 
the costs, benefits and risks are 
likely to be of mandating third party 
access. 

12 
 

If the current threshold for 
economic regulation is maintained 
and a test for regulation is only 
required for third party access and 
greenfield exemption decisions, 
which of the following tests do you 
think should be employed (see 
section 7.3.4) and why: 

(a) the coverage test; 

(b) an equivalent test to the 
recently amended Part 
IIIA test; 

(c) an NGO-style test; or 

(d) a combined market 
power-NGO test? 

Please explain your response to this 
question and set out whether you 
think the onus of demonstrating the 
test is met (or not met) should sit 
with the decision-maker or service 
provider. 

As above, Jemena considers that the existing coverage test 
remains the appropriate basis upon whether to decide if a 
pipeline should be compelled to provide access to third parties – 
see section 4.1. 

Jemena considers that greenfield pipelines should be able to 
apply for an exemption from regulation. A new fit-for-purpose 
exemption framework should be developed.  This new 
framework would allow an application to be made to the NCC for 
an exemption from all forms of regulation (including Part 23) -  
see section 5.5. 

13 
 

Do you think the governance 
arrangements associated with third 
party access and greenfield 
exemption decisions are giving rise 
to unnecessary costs and delays, 
or do you think the current 
arrangements should be 
maintained (see sections 7.2.4 and 
7.3.5)?  

If you think the current 
arrangements could give rise to 
unnecessary costs and delays: 

(a) How significant do you think 
this issue is and what are the 
consequences likely to be? 

(b) Do you think this issue should 
be addressed by according a 
single organisation 

Jemena considers that the governance arrangements are 
appropriate to the importance of decisions being made e.g. 
decisions as to whether to apply regulation or not, or whether to 
apply light or heavy forms of regulation, deserve a process that 
reflects the gravity of the issues that are under consideration – 
see section 6.3. 

However, the process for providing greenfield exemptions should 
be made quicker and easier than the current no-coverage 
determination process so as to give better effect to the purpose 
of these instruments. These issues are likely to be significant 
since they go to the central rationale for gas market reform i.e. to 
facilitate the development of new sources of supply for the 
domestic market – see section 5. 

Jemena considers that the NCC remains the appropriate 
organisation for determining third party access and greenfield 
exemptions. There are important benefits from separating this 
role from the responsibility of conducting the economic 
regulation of gas pipeline services – see section 6.1. 
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No. Question Response 

responsibility for making this 
decision? If so: 

(i) What expertise do you think 
this organisation should have? 

(ii) Which of the following 
organisations do you think 
should be responsible for 
making this decision: 

- the ACCC? 

- the relevant regulator (i.e. 
the AER or the ERA in 
Western Australia)? 

- the NCC? 

 another organisation? 

Further, the decision-maker should be experienced in a range 
of disciplines including law, economics and the gas industry. In 
terms of expertise, there is unlikely to be variation between the 
decision makers considered by the RIS since they all draw from 
the same or similar pool of staff – see section 6.2. 

14 If a change is made to the 
governance arrangements, do you 
think the same organisation should 
also be responsible for making form 
of regulation decisions (see Chapter 
8)?  

Yes. The NCC currently undertakes all of these roles. Jemena 
considers that this should continue and that no case has been 
made for it to change, noting that change would come at real 
costs in terms of uncertainty for the sector – see section 6. 

15 Are there any other problems with 
this aspect of the regulatory 
framework that have not been 
identified in this chapter? If so, 
please outline what they are and 
how you think they should be 
addressed. 

No. 

A1.4 Chapter 8: Forms of regulation 

No Question Response 

16 
 

Do you think the use of the 
coverage test as a gateway 
between Part 23 and full regulation 
is resulting in under-regulation?  

A. If not, please explain why 
not.  

 

B. If so: 

(a) How significant do you think 
this issue is? 

 

Jemena does not agree that the use of the coverage test as a 
gateway between Part 23 and full regulation is resulting in 
under-regulation. If it is more difficult to establish that a pipeline 
should be subject to full regulation because light regulation and 
full regulation give rise to similar outcomes, then this 
demonstrates the success of the lighter form of regulation (in this 
case the Part 23 arrangements), rather than any failure of the 
regulatory test – see section 4.1.2. 

Notwithstanding, Jemena considers that, to address concerns of 
policymakers, the coverage test should be used to address the 
problem of ‘denial of access’.  
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No Question Response 

(b) Do you think the coverage test 
should be removed and a single 
test used for moving between 
the alternative forms of 
regulation?  

If so, do you think the single 
test should be based on: 

(i) the form of regulation test in s. 
122 of the NGL (see section 
3.1.1)? 

(ii) another test? 

(c) Do you think:  

(i) the onus of demonstrating 
that a particular form of 
regulation should apply to a 
pipeline should sit with the 
applicant or decision 
making body; or 

(ii) the onus should be on the 
service provider to 
demonstrate why a heavier 
handed form of regulation is 
not required? 

(d) Do you think the relevant 
regulator should play a greater 
role in monitoring the behaviour 
of service providers and be able 
to refer pipelines for a form of 
regulation assessment if it 
suspects market power is being 
exercised? 

The form of regulation test should require the NCC to be 
satisfied that both: 

 the pipeline faces little or no competition and is able 
to exercise sustained and substantial market power; 
and 

 the quantified benefits of full regulation materially 
exceed the costs, compared to the existing lighter 
form of regulation 

The onus should be on the NCC to establish the need for full 
regulation by reference to these assessments – see section 
4.1.1. 

Jemena considers that the regulator can play a role in 
monitoring and reporting on information disclosures by Service 
Providers but that this role is incompatible with making decisions 
on the form of regulation. Jemena does not agree that there is a 
need for new powers to enable this function – see section 3.4. 

17 Do you agree that the 
inconsistencies and overlap between 
the three forms of regulation that are 
currently available under the 
regulatory framework are increasing 
the complexity and administrative 
burden for regulators, shippers and 
service providers? 

A. If not, please explain why not.  

B. If so: 

(a) How significant do you 
think this issue is? 

(b) If the number of forms 
of regulation was 
reduced to two, do you 
think: 

Jemena considers that the number of forms of regulation should 
be reduced from three to two so as to better streamline the 
administration of regulation – see section 3.1. 

The heavier handed form of regulation should be based on full 
regulation with regulatory approval of reference services under 
the current negotiate-arbitrate framework and not direct price or 
revenue control as applied to electricity networks – see section 
3.3. 

The lighter handed form of regulation should be based on the 
Part 23 arrangements, with information disclosure and a 
commercially oriented arbitration mechanism.  Jemena does not 
support additional restrictions from light regulation being 
included with the Part 23 arrangements – see section 3.2. 
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No Question Response 

(i) the heavier handed form 
of regulation should be 
based on: 

- full regulation (i.e. 
negotiate-arbitrate 
with reference 
tariffs)? 

- direct price (revenue) 
control? 

- another form of 
regulation? 

(ii) the lighter handed form 
of regulation should be 
based on: 

- the existing light 
regulation? 

- Part 23? 

- a strengthened Part 
23 (i.e. the existing 
Part 23 plus the 
safeguards available 
under light 
regulation)? 

- another form of 
regulation? 

18 
Do you think there is a case for 
adopting a different lighter handed 
form of regulation for distribution 
pipelines?  

 

If so, do you think it should be 
based on: 

(a) the Default Price Path 
(DPP) approach used in 
New Zealand? 

(b) the negotiated 
settlements approach 
used in the US and 
Canada? 

(c) another form of 
regulation? 

 

Please explain your responses to 
these questions. 

Jemena does not consider there to be case for adopting a 
different lighter handed form of regulation for distribution 
pipelines – no evidence has been provided that supports such 
changes.  

Jemena notes that, contrary to the assumption implicit in the 
question, the DPP approach is considered a heavy-handed 
approach to regulation in New Zealand.  

The negotiated settlements approach is already possible for 
shippers who seek ACCC authorisation to negotiate collectively 
and does not require a change to the regulatory framework. 

19 
Do you think additional measures 
are required in the regulatory 
framework to deal with dynamic 
market power?  

A. If not, please explain why not.  

The RIS has not made the case that dynamic market power is a 
problem that demands a solution. Jemena has not experienced 
these issues – see section 7.3.  
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No Question Response 

B. If so: 

(a) Do you think the NGR 
should be amended to 
include: 

(i) an explicit right to 
interconnection to 
regulated pipelines? 

(ii) pricing principles for 
interconnections to 
regulated pipelines? 

(b) Do you think the NGR 
should be amended to 
prohibit regulated 
pipelines from cross-
subsidising new capacity 
by requiring incremental 
pricing to be used where 
the cost of an expansion 
or extension would 
otherwise result in the 
price of existing capacity 
increasing? 

 

From a cost-benefit perspective, it is not likely to be beneficial to 
impose regulation to address abstract (as opposed to real) 
concerns. Further, strong restrictions on pricing will likely reduce 
flexibility and impose new costs on pipelines and shippers – see 
section 3. 

  

20 
Are there any other problems with 
this aspect of the regulatory 
framework that have not been 
identified in this chapter? If so, 
please outline what they are and 
how you think they should be 
addressed. 

No.  

 

A1.5 Chapter 9: Information disclosure requirements 

No. Question Response 

21 

 

Do you think the limited information 
available on full regulation pipelines 
is hindering the ability of shippers to 
negotiate access to non-reference 
services or having any other adverse 
effects (see section 9.2.1)?  

A. If not, please explain why not: 

 

B. If so: 

How significant do you think this 
issue is? 

Do you think this issue should be 
addressed by requiring full 

Jemena does not operate any transmission pipelines that are 
subject to full regulation and has no view on how the 
information disclosure regime operates with respect to the 
negotiation of access. 
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regulation pipelines to publish the 
following information:  

(i) a description of all the 
reference and non-
reference services offered 
by the pipeline (pipeline 
service information); 

(ii) the standing terms for 
non-reference services 
(i.e. the standard terms 
and conditions, the 
standing prices and 
methods used to calculate 
standing prices); 

(iii) information on the prices 
paid by shippers for each 
reference and non-
reference service; 

(iv) historic demand 
information for each 
service offered by the 
pipeline; and 

(v) historic financial 
information for the pipeline 
on an annual basis in 
accordance with a 
financial reporting 
guideline published by the 
relevant regulator.  

22 
 

Do you think the deficiencies that 
have been identified with the pricing 
methodologies and financial 
information published by service 
providers are limiting the reliance 
that shippers can place on this 
information and making them more 
susceptible to exercises of market 
power (see section 9.2.2)?  

 

A. If not, please explain why not: 

B. If so: 

(a) How significant do you 
think this issue is? 

(b) Do you think the 
deficiencies that have 
been identified with the 
pricing methodologies 
should be addressed by 
amending the NGR to 
require: 

Any issues with the quality of information disclosures is 
possibly a problem with interpretation  and compliance by 
individual pipelines with the disclosure standards. Jemena 
supports an industry led Energy Charter Better Together 
initiative process to address the quality of such disclosures.  
This problem does not provide a rationale for changes to the 
type of disclosures that are made – see section 7.1.  

In Jemena’s experience shippers are savvy negotiators 
experienced in commercial negotiation. Part 23 has given 
shippers more tools to bolster their bargaining position 
including the right to ask for further information during the 
negotiation of an access request.  

Jemena does not support the provision of information relating 
to future costs. Information is supposed to assist shippers in 
negotiating terms of access with gas pipelines, not represent a 
set of inputs which form the basis of a regulatory style pricing 
mechanism. Jemena considers that such proposals conceive 
of the Part 23 arrangements as a process in which prices are 
deterministically calculated from costs. This is not how 
Jemena, or any firm operating in a workably competitive 
market, determines prices – see section 7.1.2.  
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(i) service providers to 
publish the inputs used to 
calculate standing prices? 

(ii) the relevant regulator to 
publish a guideline on 
what information should 
be contained in the pricing 
methodology? 

(c) Do you think the 
deficiencies that have 
been identified with the 
financial information 
should be addressed by 
requiring service providers 
to report on the extent to 
which future costs are 
likely to be in line with 
historic costs, and historic 
information on contracted 
capacity and volumes 
transported? 

 

 

23 
 

Do you think the deficiencies that 
have been identified with the 
weighted average prices are limiting 
the reliance that shippers can place 
on this information and making them 
more susceptible to exercises of 
market power (see section 9.2.2)? 

A. If not, please explain why not. 

B. If so: 

(a) How significant do you 
think this issue is? 

(b) Do you think the 
deficiencies should be 
addressed by requiring 
service providers to report:  

(i) the individual prices (plus 
key terms and conditions) 
paid by each shipper 
rather than weighted 
average prices; or 

(ii) the minimum and 
maximum prices paid for 
each service in addition to 
the weighted average 
prices? 

If you are a shipper, please explain 
what, if any effect, the disclosure of 
individual prices may have on 
competition in the markets in which 
you compete.  

If you are a service provider, please 
explain what effect the disclosure of 

The RIS notes that there have been problems with reported 
weighted average prices (WAPs) because some pipelines 
included imbalance and overrun payments in these charges. 
Jemena has not engaged in these practices and considers 
there are no such issues with the information it currently 
discloses. 

Jemena considers that WAPs, if prepared properly, allow 
useful comparisons with standard tariffs and should be 
sufficient to provide the customer with relevant pricing 
information to inform their negotiation strategy. 

Jemena supports an industry led Energy Charter Better 
Together initiative process  to  lift standards. Changing the 
required information disclosure does not address the problem.  

Jemena does not support publishing identifiable information, 
including individual prices and key terms and conditions. This 
could  undermine efficient commercial outcomes – see section 
7.1.  
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individual prices or the price range 
may have on your incentive to offer 
prudent discounts to shippers. 

24 
 

Do you think the quality and 
reliability issues identified by the 
ACCC are limiting the reliance 
shippers can place on the 
information reported by service 
providers and making them more 
susceptible to exercises of market 
power (see section 9.2.3)?  

A. If not, please explain why not.  

B. If so: 

(a) How significant do you 
think this issue is? 

(b) Do you think this issue 
should be addressed by 
implementing one or more 
of the following measures: 

(i) amending the NGR to 
provide for greater 
regulatory oversight of the 
information reported by 
service providers? 

(ii) amending the access 
information standard in the 
NGR to require 
information to be updated 
as soon as practicable if 
the information is found to 
no longer be accurate? 

(iii) increasing the penalties 
for breaches of the 
information disclosure 
obligations and the access 
information standard? 

(iv) the changes to the 
Financial Reporting 
Guideline identified by the 
ACCC and the Brattle 
Group (see Appendix B) 
should be implemented? 

Jemena does not consider that there are any issues with the 
information it currently discloses. Jemena recognises that 
given the requirements are new and subject to interpretation 
the pipelines sector may need to improve its information 
disclosure in some areas and the industry is committed to 
addressing these problems via an industry led Energy Charter 
Better Together initiative process. To the extent that there are 
material errors these should be corrected. Changing the 
required information disclosure does not address the problem. 
We note that the information is audited. 

Jemena does not support the proposed measures to improve 
quality and reliability, especially (i), (ii) and (iii). These 
approaches reflect a creep of cost-based regulatory 
approaches in circumstances where commercial negotiation 
(with the back stop of arbitration) is considered to give rise to 
efficient outcomes. In relation to (ii), materiality must be a 
consideration as to require an absolute obligation would be 
administratively unworkable and impose unnecessary costs. 

This reflects the broad issues reflected in the above response, 
such as maintaining differences between light handed and 
heavier handed regulation and the imposition of costs that are 
likely to outweigh associated benefits, see section 1.2.  

 

25 
 

Do you think the current approach to 
reporting information should be 
maintained, or do you think:  

(a) the NGR should be 
amended to require the 
relevant regulator to 
prepare a guideline that 
sets out where and how 

While Jemena does not consider that there are material issues 
with the accessibility of the information that it reports under the 
Part 23 arrangements (Jemena includes all of its information 
and relevant links on one page being the first page for each 
pipeline), to the extent that strong feedback from shippers 
suggests otherwise, Jemena would be prepared to move 
towards greater uniformity of approach. Jemena agrees with 
the sentiment that information should be readily accessible by 
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the information is to be 
disclosed on a service 
provider’s website and to 
inform the regulator 
whenever changes are 
made?  

(b) links to all the information 
reported by service 
providers should be 
published in a single 
location (e.g. the 
regulator’s website, the 
Bulletin Board or AEMC 
register)?  

(c) all the information 
reported by service 
providers should be made 
available through a single 
repository? 

Please explain your response to this 
question and set out how significant 
you think the accessibility issue is for 
shippers. 

all shippers and the problem should be addressed via an 
industry led Energy Charter Better Together initiative process. 

26 
 

Do you think, the current approach 
to reporting information should be 
maintained, or do you think the 
usability should be improved by 
requiring: 

(a) a summary tab to be 
included in the financial 
reporting template to 
provide a high level 
summary of the key 
financial and pricing 
information; and/or 

(b) a template to be 
developed to enable 
shippers to use the 
information published by 
service providers to 
calculate one or more the 
pricing benchmarks 
identified by the Brattle 
Group? 

Please explain your responses to 
these questions and set out how 
significant you think the usability issue 
is for shippers.  

While Jemena does not consider that there are material issues 
with the accessibility of the information that it reports under the 
Part 23 arrangements. To the extent that strong feedback from 
shippers suggests otherwise, Jemena would be happy to 
provide a table summarising key information if it indeed makes 
information more accessible.  

Jemena does not support information disclosure that explicitly 
calculates cost-based prices, even if only as a guide. Part 23 is 
a light-handed regime that does not require rigid cost-based 
price setting. Such changes would bring the Part 23 
arrangements more closely into line with heavier forms of 
regulation. The pricing principles are not intended to be a 
prescriptive formula to calculate “the” price but rather factors 
an arbitrator will take into account if the parties cannot reach a 
reasonable commercial outcome. There is a risk that such an 
approach will become the default, and so reduce Jemena’s 
ability to provide efficient discounting – see section 7. 

27 Do you think the current exemptions 
from information disclosure under Part 
23 should be retained, or do you think 
the scope should be amended to 

The current exemptions should be retained, except that 
exemptions should also be available for greenfield pipelines – 
see section 5. 
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require exempt pipelines to publish a 
basic set of information?  

If you think a basic set of information 
should be reported by all pipelines, 
what do you think it should include 
(e.g. pipeline service information, 
standing terms, the prices paid by 
other shippers, service availability and 
pipeline information)?  

In relation to greenfield pipelines, Jemena considers that it is 
reasonable that they disclose some basic information, but that 
this not include prices paid by other shippers – see section 7. 
As a matter of good commercial practice Jemena has prior to 
the introduction of Part 23 published information on its 
services, standard terms and charges etc.  

28 Do you think the size threshold used 
for exemptions under Part 23 should 
be retained, or do you think it should 
be aligned with the 10 TJ/day 
nameplate rating used for the 
purposes of full and light regulation, 
the Bulletin Board and the capacity 
trading reforms?  

Jemena supports the use of the existing size threshold for 
exemptions under the Part 23 arrangements.  

29 Are there any other problems with the 
information disclosure requirements 
or exemptions that have not been 
identified in this chapter, or changes 
you think should be made to address 
the information deficiencies, 
accessibility, usability, reliability and 
quality issues outlined in section 9.2? 
If so, please explain what they are. 

Jemena supports an industry led Energy Charter Better 
Together initiative process to address compliance with similar 
standards. Changing the required information disclosure does 
not address the problem.  

A1.6 Chapter 10: Negotiation frameworks and dispute resolution mechanisms 

No. Question Response 

30 
Do you think the differences in 
negotiation frameworks applying 
under Part 23 and full/light 
regulation is causing confusion, 
imposing unnecessary costs on 
negotiating parties or otherwise 
hindering the ability of shippers to 
negotiate access (see section 
10.2.1)?  

A. If not, please explain why 
not.  

B. If so: 

(a) How significant do you 
think this issue is? 

(b) Do you think this issue 
should be addressed 
by adopting a single 
negotiation framework 
that would apply under 

Jemena does not consider that differences in negotiation 
frameworks is causing confusion, unnecessary costs or 
hindering the ability of shippers to negotiate access. Both 
Service Providers and shippers are capable of responding to 
multiple regulatory regimes and the costs of doing so are not 
prohibitive.  

Jemena is not convinced that a single negotiation framework is 
necessary. If change is to occur, Jemena strongly suggests that 
both frameworks allow the parties (by mutual consent) to 
negotiate outside this framework to expedite commercial 
outcomes without requiring the unnecessary formality and cost, 
and potentially arbitration.  
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No. Question Response 

all negotiate-arbitrate 
models that is based 
on: 

(i) the approach currently 
applied under full and 
light regulation (see 
Table 10.1)? 

(ii) the approach currently 
applied under Part 23 
(see Table 10.1)? 

(iii) a hybrid of the two 
frameworks as 
described in section 
10.3.1?  

31  

Do you agree with the ACCC 
that the preliminary enquiry 
process in Part 23 could delay a 
shipper’s access to arbitration if 
negotiations fail and also allow 
service providers to avoid the 
rules relating to access requests 
(including response times)? 

A. If not, please explain why 
not.  

B. If so: 

(a) How significant do you 
think this issue is? 

(b) Do you think the 
preliminary enquiry 
process should be 
removed from Part 
23?  

Jemena strongly disagrees with the ACCC’s consideration that 
the preliminary enquiries process may delay a shipper’s access 
to arbitration if negotiations fail and also allow Service Providers 
to avoid the rules relating to access requests – see section 
7.2.1. Jemena considers that preliminary enquiries are a 
necessary feature of all access requests including under the Part 
23 arrangements. It is always within the shipper’s control if and 
when to trigger the formal process. Given that access to gas 
transmission services is generally negotiated well ahead of the 
need for the transport and the timeframes under Part 23 are 
short, there should be ample time to trigger a formal request to 
proceed to arbitration. In addition, by that stage we expect that 
as most of the information should have been provided by the 
parties that the formal process could be expedited.  

Shippers should be clearly advised of the process to be followed 
if they want to proceed with a formal access request in the 
published mandatory User Access Guides.  

Jemena considers that removal of this process would increase 
the costs of commercial negotiation by forcing a formal process 
in all cases in anticipation of potential arbitration  (including 
preparation of all access negotiation information the parties will 
rely on if the matter goes to arbitration) - see section 7.2.1.  

Jemena expects that any consideration of removal of preliminary 
enquiries under Part 23 does not relate to preliminary enquiries, 
negotiation and contracting commercially outside of the 
framework between willing parties.  Anything different would be 
unduly interfering in a well established commercial process that 
we would expect the vast majority of shippers are satisfied with 
and prefer. 
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32  

Do you agree that the credibility 
of the threat of arbitration is 
weaker for smaller shippers (see 
section 10.2.2)?  

A. If not, please explain why 
not.  

B. If so: 

(a) How significant do you think 
this issue is?  

(b) Do you think the position of 
smaller shippers would be 
improved by:  

(i) making it easier for 
pipelines to move from 
lighter to heavier handed 
forms of regulation as set 
out in Chapter 8? 

(ii) requiring individual prices 
or maximum and minimum 
prices to be reported by 
service providers rather 
than weighted average 
prices (see Table 9.2)? 

(iii) improving the usability 
and accessibility of 
information reported by 
service providers in the 
manner set out in Table 
9.2? 

(c) Do you think any of the 
following should occur to 
further strengthen the 
position of smaller 
shippers:  

(i) amend the cost provisions 
to prevent the dispute 
resolution body from 
awarding the service 
provider’s costs against 
smaller shippers (relevant 
to full and light regulation 
only) and making smaller 
shippers pay more than half 
the dispute resolution 
body’s costs? 

(ii) allow user groups to 
intervene in arbitral 

(a) Jemena understands that a small shipper may face 
difficulties incurring costs in engaging consultants and the 
like to prepare for arbitration and may consider that as a 
result their threat of arbitration is less effective. However, 
Jemena does not consider this is a significant issue– see 
section 7.2.2. 

(b) Jemena considers that efforts to improve accessibility of 
information are acceptable and that the focus should be on 
ensuring a move towards ‘best practice’ across all pipelines 
in terms of information disclosure, such as through 
benchmarking against those who have complied to the 
standards expected and via an industry led Energy Charter 
Better Together initiative process.  

Jemena does not consider that individual prices or minimum and 
maximum prices should be reported– see section 7.1.1.  

Jemena does not support proposals to allow third parties to 
intervene in bilateral negotiations or arbitrations, or to involve an 
economic regulator as the arbitrator under the Part 23 
arrangements. This would result in a significant shift of the Part 
23 arrangements away from its current commercial orientation 
towards a heavier regulatory focus. 

Jemena considers that the definition of a small shipper should 
be responsive to factors that influence a shipper’s ability to 
negotiate effectively or to invoke arbitration. Jemena 
understands that the principal concern that has been raised 
relates to small businesses, shipping small volumes of gas, that 
do not have significant financial resources or negotiating know-
how. In considering the definition of a small shipper, the Energy 
Council should, at the very least, take into account both: 

 the volume of gas shipped and total value of the gas 
transmission contract; and 

 characteristics of the shipper and its parent company, 
such as asset value, annual turnover and whether it is a 
listed company to determine commercial acumen and 
resources available to proceed to arbitration. 

See section 7.2.2 for more information. 
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proceedings involving 
smaller shippers? 

(iii) give smaller shippers the 
option under Part 23 to 
have the dispute heard by 
the relevant regulatory 
dispute resolution body or a 
commercial arbitrator? 

(d) If any of the measures 
outlined in (c) are 
implemented, how should 
‘smaller shipper’ be 
defined? If you think it 
should be based on a size 
threshold, what threshold 
do you think should be 
adopted? 

33 Do you think: 

(a) there are any other groups of 
shippers for whom the threat 
of arbitration may not be 
considered credible by 
service providers? 

(b) there any other factors that 
may discourage shippers 
from threatening the use of 
arbitration? 

Jemena considers that the threat of arbitration from all shippers 
is credible. Jemena is not aware of other groups of shippers that 
may consider that their threat of arbitration may not be 
considered credible. 

Further, as arbitration may be a costly mechanism for both 
parties and could have a negative impact on what are usually 
long term commercial relationships, with potential adverse 
reputational impacts,  obviating the need for a formal process 
and potential arbitration through effective negotiations outside 
the regulatory framework, can give rise to significant benefits for 
both parties. 

34 Do you agree that the limited 
guidance provided in the 
NGL/NGR on the matters to be 
considered by the dispute 
resolution body under full and 
light regulation as set out in 
section 10.2.3 are adversely 
affecting the efficiency, 
effectiveness and credibility of 
the dispute resolution 
mechanism applying to full and 
light regulation pipelines?  

A. If not, please explain why 
not. 

B. If so: 

(a) How significant do you 
think this issue is? 

(b) Do you think these 
deficiencies should be 
addressed by amending 
the NGL/NGR to:  

Jemena does not operate any full or light regulation transmission 
pipelines and does not have a view on these matters. 
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(i) require the dispute 
resolution body to 
have regard to the 
NGO, the revenue and 
pricing principles, an 
applicable AA (where 
relevant), previous 
AAs or access 
determinations, pre-
existing contractual 
rights and the price 
and revenue 
regulation provisions 
in Part 9 of the NGR? 

(ii) require the existence 
of a dispute to be 
made public and to set 
out the process for 
joining parties? 

(iii) introduce a 50-day 
fast-track option for 
certain disputes under 
full regulation? 

(iv) specify the maximum 
period of time to be 
taken by the dispute 
resolution body to 
resolve a dispute (e.g. 
8 months or 12 
months)?  

(v) only require the 
access determination 
to be binding on a 
shipper if the shipper 
decides to enter into a 
contract that reflects 
the access 
determination and to 
prevent a shipper that 
decides not to enter 
into such a contract 
from seeking 
arbitration for the 
same or a 
substantially similar 
service for 12 
months? 

(vi) require the dispute 
resolution body to 
publish the access 
determination, 
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statement of reasons, 
relevant financial 
calculations and 
information provided 
in the course of the 
dispute (subject to the 
confidentiality 
provisions in the 
NGL)? 

Do you have any concerns with 
the Part 23 pricing principles 
(see Box 10.1?  

A. If so: 

(a) Please explain what 
your concerns are, 
how significant you 
think they are and 
what, if anything, you 
think could be done to 
address these 
concerns. 

(b) Do you think these 
concerns will be 
addressed by making 
it easier for pipelines 
to move from lighter to 
heavier handed forms 
of regulation? 

(c) Do you think there 
would be value in 
providing greater 
clarity in Part 23 
about:  

(i) how prior regulatory 
decisions are to be 
accounted for by an 
arbitrator, in those 
cases where a 
pipeline has 
previously been 
subject to full 
regulation, particularly 
if it becomes easier to 
move between forms 
of regulation?  

(ii) shared costs are to be 
allocated between 
other assets that are 
operated by the 
service provider and 
between the services 

Jemena has no concerns about how the Part 23 pricing 
principles are working at the present time. In particular, 
preliminary evidence is that they are working as intended. Even 
if evidence does emerge that there are concerns with the 
mechanism, there is need for the Energy Council to exercise an 
appropriate degree of forbearance by allowing the new 
arrangements time to properly take root and develop, rather than 
continually disrupting the arrangements – see section 1.2. 
Finally, there is limited value in undertaking an exercise that 
repeats the GMRG’s process. 

If there were concerns about the Part 23 arrangements, making 
it easier for pipelines to move from lighter to heavier handed 
forms of regulation would not overcome them.  

Jemena does not consider that there will be benefits from being 
more prescriptive about providing additional clarity as set out in 
the questions, particularly where this results in the Part 23 
arrangements becoming more similar to full regulation. The 
pricing principles are designed to encourage commercial 
contracting with arbitration as a last resort. Based on the ACCCs 
latest report they appear to be working as intended. 
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offered by the 
pipeline? 

36 
Are there any other problems with 
the negotiation frameworks and 
dispute resolution mechanisms 
that have not been identified in 
this chapter, or changes you think 
should be made to address the 
issues identified in section 10.2? 
If so, please explain what they 
are. 

No.  

A1.7 Chapter 11: Policy options 

No. Question Response 

37 
Of the four policy options that have been identified 
in Chapter 11, which option do you think should be 
implemented (i.e. Option 1, Option 2, Option 3 or 
Option 4) and why?  

Jemena does not consider that any of the 
proposed options are individually appropriate, 
durable or adequately targeted. Jemena does 
not consider that any change is necessary 
except in relation to greenfield exemptions. 
However, if the Energy Council insists that 
change must occur, an alternative option which 
is more coherent and durable is identified in 
table 1.1 above.  

38 
If there are other policy options or refinements to 
these policy options that you think should be 
considered, please explain what they are, what 
they would involve and what the advantages, 
disadvantages, costs, benefits and risks are with 
these options. 

Jemena has provided an alternative policy 
option, which it considers to be more sound and 
durable than those presented in the RIS, in 
Table 1.1. Further description is provided within 
the remainder of the submission.  

39 Do you agree with the advantages, 
disadvantages, costs, benefits and risks that 
have been identified for each option in sections 
11.2-11.4?  

If not, please set out what other advantages, 
disadvantages, costs, benefits and/or risks that 
you think are associated with each option? 

Refer to wider submission. 

 

40 
If you think any of the policy options out in Chapter 
11 could be implemented through alternative 
means (i.e. non-regulatory), please explain how 
you envisage this would work. 

As discussed within the submission, Jemena 
considers that improved information disclosure 
could be appropriately addressed through steps 
to promote ‘best practice’ compliance, and to 
allow for changes requested by the ACCC to be 
adopted by industry. This requires no regulatory 
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intervention – see section 7.1 and the wider 
submission. t.  

41 If options 2, 3 or 4 were implemented and ‘light 
regulation’ removed, which of the following 
transitional arrangements do you think should be 
employed for the 5.5 pipelines that are currently 
subject to this form of regulation: 

(a) grandfather the existing light regulation 
arrangements until an application is 
made for the form of regulation to 
change on the 5.5 pipelines? 

(b) deem all light regulation pipelines to be 
subject to full regulation? 

(c) deem all light regulation pipelines to be 
subject to the new lighter handed form 
of regulation (i.e. the strengthened Part 
23)? 

(d) require the decision making body to 
carry out an assessment of whether the 
pipelines should be subject to the 
heavier handed or lighter handed form 
of regulation using the form of 
regulation test? 

Jemena does not have any transmission 
pipelines subject to light regulation and has no 
view on this. 

 

42 
Are there any other transitional arrangements that 
need to be considered? If so, please outline what 
they are. 

Jemena does not have any transmission 
pipelines subject to light regulation and has no 
view on this. 

A1.8 Chapter 12: Regulatory impact assessment 

No. Question Response 

43 Do you agree with the risks that have been 
identified for:  

(a) the status quo in Tables A.1 and 
A.2?  

(b) identified for Options 2-4 in Tables 
A.3 and A.4? 

If not, please explain why not.  

If you think there are other risks and treatments 
that should be accounted for, please explain 
what they are. 

Jemena assumes that the Energy Council is 
referring to the first table A2 when referring to status 
quo and the second table A2 when referring to 
options 2-4.  

For the reasons discussed in the submission, 
Jemena does not agree with the measurement of 
risk, likelihood and consequence within the RIS as: 

 the consequences of the status quo 
have been overstated, e.g. consequence 
to vulnerable small shippers has been 
overstated and the status quo should 
consider Service Providers taking 
actions to improve processes and 
implement ‘best practise’;  

 the likelihood of risks under the status 
quo have been overstated, e.g. risk of 
shippers being provided insufficient 
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information which is especially unlikely 
when considering the movement to ‘best 
practise’; 

 given the above, the stated risks 
associated with maintaining the status 
quo, as per the ‘Risks associated with 
proposed options’, are overstated; and 

 the risks and consequences under 
options 2, 3 and 4 are understated, e.g. 
given insufficient acknowledgment of 
adverse investment effects of changes 
to regulation and increased uncertainty 
under a new regulatory framework. 

44 Do you:  

(a) agree with the categories of costs 
and benefit categories set out in 
Table 12.1, or are there other 
categories that you think should be 
considered in the CBA? 

(b) have any information on the costs 
and benefits outlined in Table 12.1? 
If so, please elaborate on the 
source and quantum of those costs 
and benefits.  

(c) agree with the proposed discount 
rate and appraisal periods to be 
used for the central case and 
sensitivity testing? If not, please 
explain why. 

(d) think there are other input variables 
that should be subject to a 
sensitivity analysis? If so, please 
explain what those inputs are.   

Jemena does not agree with the categories of costs 
and benefits set out in Table 12.1. While the table 
captures many categories of benefits that might 
arise from reform, it does not capture important 
sources of costs, including: 

 delays and/or cancellation/and or size 
reduction of pipeline investments due to 
an unattractive, less certain and durable 
framework, giving rise to reduced 
production and higher wholesale gas 
prices; 

 as a result of the above, the costs and 
business impact flowing on to users;  

 increases in the costs of decision-
making under a new regulatory 
framework as new obligations and 
decision criteria take time to bed in and 
previous jurisprudence is no longer 
relevant; 

 increases in the costs of negotiations 
associated with the more frequent use of 
arbitration mechanism due to the 
removal of the preliminary enquiry 
process and changes designed to 
increase its use by small shippers; and 

 decreases in consumer and producer 
surplus from reduced flexibility for 
Service Providers and shippers to be 
able to enter customised arrangements 
and increased restrictions on price 
discrimination reducing the willingness of 
Service Providers to offer efficient 
discounts to shippers. 

In relation to the first point above, Jemena disagrees 
with the category of benefits that cites improved 
‘medium to long-term investment in the sector due 
to greater certainty’. The RIS does not make out 
how this greater certainty will come about. As 
discussed in section 1.4 above, aside from the 
substance of its policy proposals, the RIS process 
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itself needs to be carefully considered to ensure that 
it does not itself contribute to the deepening 
uncertainty about the policy direction for gas 
pipeline regulation. 

The RIS also cites improved gas production and 
pipeline utilisation as potential benefits of reform 
without showing why these might follow from its 
options. Jemena’s view, as set out in this 
submission, is that several proposals in the RIS 
could threaten the achievement of these outcomes.  

45 
Do you have any information on the 
compliance costs associated with the policy 
options set out in Chapter 11 that could be 
used for the CRBM? If so, please elaborate on 
the source and quantum of the costs. 

Compliance costs associated with information 
disclosures under Part 23 have been significant.  

46 What, if any effect, do you think the policy 
options summarised in Chapter 11 will have 
on competition in the gas market and, in 
particular on: 

(a) the relative bargaining power of 
shippers and service providers? 

(b) the search and transaction costs 
associated with contracting pipeline 
services? 

(c) the potential for collusive behaviour 
in competitive segments of the 
market? 

(d) changes to any barriers to entry 
that could promote or deter market 
entry? 

(e) the long-term outlook for 
investment in the sector? 

Jemena considers that the policy options 
summarised in Chapter 11 are unlikely to have any 
substantial change in relative bargaining power of 
shippers and Service Providers. Jemena considers 
that the introduction of the Part 23 arrangements 
has been effective in providing shippers additional 
negotiating power with the introduction of 
information disclosure and binding arbitration for 
non-scheme pipelines. Further changes canvassed 
in the RIS are unlikely to result in material changes 
to this situation. 

Some of the options proposed are likely to increase 
the level of regulatory compliance obligations faced 
by Service Providers and shippers. For example, the 
proposed removal of the preliminary inquiries 
process would result in greater costs for shippers 
and Service Providers – see section 7.2.1. 

Jemena considers that aspects of the proposals 
which promote the disclosure of individual prices 
and collective bargaining may create an 
environment that conducive to explicit or implicit 
collusion between shippers in related markets. 

Jemena does not consider there to be any changes 
to barriers to entry that could deter market entry. 
However, greenfield exemptions may reduce the 
costs associated with undertaking investments in 
new pipelines (or expansions of existing pipelines) 
and so promote entry.  

Jemena, and numerous other market participants, 
consider that promoting healthy investment is the 
most important objective of gas regulation and 
regulatory change. This very notion is entrenched 
within the NGO, which is “to promote efficient 
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investment in, and efficient operation and use of, 
natural gas services for the long term interests of 
consumers of natural gas with respect to price, 
quality, safety, reliability and security of supply of 
natural gas.”  

This submission highlights the lack of focus on 
investment incentives within the consultation RIS, 
and further, explains why some of the options 
proposed in the RIS would stifle further investment 
in the sector and, in doing so, jeopardise the long-
term interests of all market participants.  
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